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DEVICES AND METHODS FOR 
MINIMALLY-INVASIVE SURGICAL 

PROCEDURES 

CROSS-REFERENCE 

0001. This application claims the benefit of U.S. Provi 
sional Application No. 60/997.985, filed Oct. 5, 2007, which 
application is incorporated herein, in its entirety, by reference 
thereto. 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

0002 The present invention relates to the field of mini 
mally invasive surgery and provides devices, instruments and 
methods for minimally invasive surgical procedures. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

0003. A continuing trend in the performance of cardiac 
surgical procedures, as well as other surgical procedures per 
formed on an internal organ or tissue of an organism is toward 
minimizing the invasiveness of such procedures. When enter 
ing a fluid containing internal organ to provide access for 
inserting tools therethrough to perform one or more surgical 
procedures, it would be desirable to provide a hemostatic port 
that prevents or minimizes introduction of air or other 
intended fluids or substances into the organ, while at the same 
time preventing substantial losses of blood or other fluids out 
of the organ, and while still providing an access port through 
which instruments can gain access to an intended surgical 
target site. 
0004. It would be further desirable to install such a port 
device in as atraumatic fashion as possible, by minimally 
invasive methods. 
0005 Examples of cardiac surgical procedures that could 
benefit from such a device include, but are not limited to: 
endocardial ablation procedures, valve surgeries, closure of 
patent foramen ovales, or for any other type of cardiac pro 
cedure requiring access into the heart. 
0006. In the cardiac field, cardiac arrhythmias, and par 

ticularly atrial fibrillation are conditions that have been 
treated with some success by various procedures using many 
different types of ablation technologies. Atrial fibrillation 
continues to be one of the most persistent and common of the 
cardiac arrhythmias, and may further be associated with other 
cardiovascular conditions such as stroke, congestive heart 
failure, cardiac arrest, and/or hypertensive cardiovascular 
disease, among others. Left untreated, serious consequences 
may result from atrial fibrillation, whether or not associated 
with the other conditions mentioned, including reduced car 
diac output and other hemodynamic consequences due to a 
loss of coordination and synchronicity of the beating of the 
atria and the ventricles, possible irregular ventricular rhythm, 
atrioventricular valve regurgitation, and increased risk of 
thromboembolism and stroke. 
0007 As mentioned, various procedures and technologies 
have been applied to the treatment of atrial arrhythmias/fi 
brillation. Drug treatment is often the first approach to treat 
ment, where it is attempted to maintain normal sinus rhythm 
and/or decrease ventricular rhythm. However, drug treatment 
is often not sufficiently effective and further measures must 
be taken to control the arrhythmia. 
0008 Electrical cardioversion and sometimes chemical 
cardioversion have been used, with less than satisfactory 
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results, particularly with regard to restoring normal cardiac 
rhythms and the normal hemodynamics associated with Such. 
0009. A surgical procedure known as the MAZE III 
(which evolved from the original MAZE procedure) proce 
dure involves electrophysiological mapping of the atria to 
identify macroreentrant circuits, and then breaking up the 
identified circuits (thought to be the drivers of the fibrillation) 
by surgically cutting or burning a maze pattern in the atrium 
to prevent the reentrant circuits from being able to conduct 
therethrough. The prevention of the reentrant circuits allows 
sinus impulses to activate the atrial myocardium without 
interference by reentering conduction circuits, thereby pre 
venting fibrillation. This procedure has been shown to be 
effective, but generally requires the use of cardiopulmonary 
bypass, and is a highly invasive procedure associated with 
high morbidity. 
(0010. Other procedures have been developed to perform 
transmural ablation of the heart wall or adjacent tissue walls. 
Transmural ablation may be grouped into two main catego 
ries of procedures: endocardial and epicardial. Endocardial 
procedures are performed from inside the wall (typically the 
myocardium) that is to be ablated, and is generally carried out 
by delivering one or more ablation devices into the chambers 
of the heart by catheter delivery, typically through the arteries 
and/or veins of the patient. Surgical epicardial procedures are 
performed from the outside wall (typically the myocardium) 
of the tissue that is to be ablated, often using devices that are 
introduced through the chest and between the pericardium 
and the tissue to be ablated. However, mapping may still be 
required to determine where to apply an epicardial device, 
which may be accomplished using one or more instruments 
endocardially, or epicardial mapping may be performed. Vari 
ous types of ablation devices are provided for both endocar 
dial and epicardial procedures, including radiofrequency 
(RF), microwave, ultrasound, heated fluids, cryogenics and 
laser. Epicardial ablation techniques provide the distinct 
advantage that they may be performed on the beating heart 
without the use of cardiopulmonary bypass. 
(0011 When performing procedures to treat atrial fibrilla 
tion, an important aspect of the procedure generally is to 
isolate the pulmonary veins from the surrounding myocar 
dium. The pulmonary veins connect the lungs to the left 
atrium of the heart, and join the left atrial wall on the posterior 
side of the heart. When performing open chest cardiac sur 
gery, such as facilitated by a full sternotomy, for example, 
epicardial ablation may be readily performed to create the 
requisite lesions for isolation of the pulmonary veins from the 
surrounding myocardium. Treatment of atrial ablation by 
open chest procedures, without performing other cardiac Sur 
geries in tandem, has been limited by the substantial com 
plexity and morbidity of the procedure. However, for less 
invasive procedures, the location of the pulmonary veins cre 
ates significant difficulties, as typically one or more lesions 
are required to be formed to completely encircle these veins. 
(0012. One example of a less invasive surgical procedure 
for atrial fibrillation has been reported by Saltman, 'A Com 
pletely Endoscopic Approach to Microwave Ablation for 
Atrial Fibrillation”, The Heart Surgery Forum, #2003-11333 
6 (3), 2003, which is incorporated herein in its entirety, by 
reference thereto. In carrying out this procedure, the patient is 
placed on double lumen endotracheal anesthesia and the right 
lung is initially deflated. Three ports (5 mm port in fifth 
intercostal space, 5 mm port in fourth intercostal space, and a 
10 mm port in the sixth intercostal space) are created through 
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the right chest of the patient, and the pericardium is then 
dissected to enable two catheters to be placed, one into the 
transverse sinus and one into the oblique sinus. Instruments 
are removed from the right chest, and the right lung is re 
inflated. Next, the left lung is deflated, and a mirror reflection 
of the port pattern on the right chest is created through the left 
chest. The pericardium on the left side is dissected to expose 
the left atrial appendage and the two catheters having been 
initially inserted from the right side are retrieved and pulled 
through one of the left side ports. The two catheter ends are 
then tied and/or Sutured together and are reinserted through 
the same left side port and into the left chest. The leader of a 
Flex 10 microwave probe (Guidant Corporation, Santa Clara, 
Calif.) is sutured to the end of the upper catheter on the right 
hand side of the patient, and the lower catheter is pulled out of 
a right side port to pull the Flex 10 into the right chest and lead 
it around the pulmonary veins. Once in proper position, the 
Flex 10 is incrementally actuated to form a lesion around the 
pulmonary veins. The remaining catheter and Flex 10 are then 
pulled out of the chest and follow-up steps are carried out to 
close the ports in the patient and complete the Surgery. 
0013 Although advances have been made to reduce the 
morbidity of atrial ablation procedures, as noted above, there 
remains a continuing need for devices, techniques, systems 
and procedures to further reduce the invasiveness of such 
procedures, thereby reducing morbidity, as well as potentially 
reducing the amount of time required for a patient to be in 
Surgery, as well as reducing recovery time. There remains a 
continuing need as well for minimizing the invasiveness of 
other surgical procedures performed within the heart. 
0014. There remains a continuing need for minimizing the 
invasiveness of the procedures for providing access to other 
internal organs and tissue as well. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

0015 The present invention provides an assembly usable 
in performing minimally-invasive ablation procedures is pro 
vided that includes: an elongated shaft; a balloon fitted over a 
distal end of the elongated shaft, the balloon being configured 
to assumed a deflated configuration, as well as an inflated 
configuration wherein the balloon has an outside diameter 
greater than an outside diameter of the balloon in the deflated 
configuration; and a halo comprising wires configured to be 
positioned proximal of the balloon in a retracted configura 
tion and movable to a position distal of the balloon in an 
expanded configuration, wherein, when in the expanded con 
figuration, the halo defines an area larger than a contracted 
area defined by the halo when in the retracted configuration. 
0016. In at least one embodiment, the halo is advanceable 
over the balloon when the balloon is in the inflated configu 
ration. 
0017. In at least one embodiment, the halo comprises 
Superelastic wires that expand a configuration of the halo 
when moving from the retracted configuration to the 
expanded configuration. 
0018. In at least one embodiment, the superelastic wires 
slide over the balloon and the balloon deforms somewhat as 
the halo passes from the retracted configuration to deploy 
over the balloon to the expanded configuration. 
0019. In at least one embodiment, a plurality of push rods 
are connected to the halo, the push rods being axially slidable 
relative to the shaft to move the halo from the retracted con 
figuration position and the deployed, expanded configuration 
position and vice versa. 
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0020. In at least one embodiment, an actuator is connected 
to proximal ends of the push rods, the actuator being slidable 
over the shaft. 

0021. In at least one embodiment, the actuator comprises 
an extension extending proximally to a proximal end portion 
of the shaft. 

0022. In at least one embodiment, the halo is electrically 
connectable to a source of ablation energy proximal of the 
assembly. 
0023. In at least one embodiment, the halo is connectable 
to a source of ablation energy proximal of the assembly. 
0024. In at least one embodiment, a conduit connecting 
with the balloon extends proximally of a proximal end of the 
shaft, the conduit being connectable in fluid communication 
with a source of pressurized fluid. 
0025. In at least one embodiment, the shaft comprises a 
cannula, the cannula being configured and dimensioned to 
receive an endoscope shaft therein, with a distal tip of the 
endoscope being positionable within the balloon. 
0026. In at least one embodiment, the shaft comprises a 
shaft of an endoscope. 
0027. In at least one embodiment, the halo is formed of 
two wires and forms a substantially oval shape when in the 
expanded configuration. 
0028. In at least one embodiment, the halo forms an encir 
cling shape when in the expanded configuration. 
0029. In at least one embodiment, the halo is formed of 
four wires and forms a substantially quadrilateral shape when 
in the expanded configuration. 
0030. An instrument usable in performing minimally-in 
vasive ablation procedures is provided that includes: an elon 
gated shaft; a balloon fitted over a distal end of the elongated 
shaft, the balloon being configured to assume a deflated con 
figuration, as well as an inflated configuration wherein the 
balloon has an outside diameter greater than an outside diam 
eter of the balloon in the deflated configuration; and a halo 
comprising wires configured to be positioned proximal of the 
balloon in a retracted configuration and movable to a position 
distal of the balloon in an expanded configuration, wherein, 
when in the expanded configuration, the halo defines an area 
larger than a contracted area defined by the halo when in the 
retracted configuration; and an endoscope having a distal tip 
thereof positioned adjacent to an opening of the balloon or 
within the balloon. 

0031. In at least one embodiment, the shaft comprises a 
shaft of the endoscope. 
0032. In at least one embodiment, the shaft comprises a 
cannula and wherein a shaft of the endoscope is received in 
the cannula. 

0033. In at least one embodiment, the halo is advanceable 
over the balloon when the balloon is in the inflated configu 
ration. 

0034. In at least one embodiment, the halo comprises 
Superelastic wires that expand a configuration of the halo 
when moving from the retracted configuration to the 
expanded configuration. 
0035. In at least one embodiment, the superelastic wires 
slide over the balloon and the balloon deforms somewhat as 
the halo passes from the retracted configuration to deploy 
over the balloon to the expanded configuration. 
0036. In at least one embodiment, a plurality of push rods 
are connected to the halo, the push rods being axially slidable 
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relative to the shaft to move the halo from the retracted con 
figuration position and the deployed, expanded configuration 
position and vice versa. 
0037. In at least one embodiment, an actuator is connected 
to proximal ends of the push rods, the actuator being slidable 
over the shaft. 
0038. In at least one embodiment, the actuator comprises 
an extension extending proximally to a proximal end portion 
of the endoscope. 
0039. In at least one embodiment, the halo is electrically 
connectable to a source of ablation energy proximal of the 
instrument. 
0040. In at least one embodiment, the halo is connectable 
to a source of ablation energy proximal of the instrument. 
0041. In at least one embodiment, a conduit connecting 
with the balloon extends proximally of a proximal endportion 
of the shaft, the conduit being connectable in fluid commu 
nication with a source of pressurized fluid. 
0042. In at least one embodiment, the halo is formed of 
two wires and forms a substantially oval shape when in the 
expanded configuration. 
0043. In at least one embodiment, the halo forms an encir 
cling shape when in the expanded configuration. 
0044. In at least one embodiment, the halo is formed of 
four wires and forms a Substantially quadrilateral shape when 
in the expanded configuration. 
0045. These and other features of the invention will 
become apparent to those persons skilled in the art upon 
reading the details of the devices, assemblies, instruments and 
methods as more fully described below. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0046 FIGS. 1A-1B illustrate longitudinal sectional views 
of a hemostatic port device that can be installed by minimally 
invasive techniques. 
0047 FIG.1C shows a view of the device of FIGS. 1A-1B 
having been installed through an opening in tissue, and 
expandable members of the device having been expanded to 
capture the tissue therebetween and form a hemostatic seal 
therewith. 
0048 FIGS. 2A and 2B illustrate steps in one example of 
installation of a port device in the left atrial appendage of the 
heart of a patient. 
0049 FIGS. 2C and 2D illustrate an arrangement config 
ured for quick and easy removability of a dilator from to a port 
device. 
0050 FIGS. 3A-3C illustrate another version of a port 
device and procedural steps included in its installation. 
0051 FIGS. 4A-4E illustrate another version of a port 
device and procedural steps included in its installation. 
0052 FIGS. 5A-5D illustrate another version of a port 
device and procedural steps included in its installation. 
0053 FIGS. 6A-6B illustrate another version of a port 
device. 
0054 FIG. 7A illustrates a closure device that may be used 
to close an opening through a tissue wall upon removal of a 
port device therefrom. 
0055 FIGS. 7B-7D show steps that may be performed 
using the device of FIG. 7A to close an opening. 
0056 FIGS. 8A-8B illustrate a port device that can be used 
to provide an opening into an atrial appendage for insertion of 
tools and/or devices therethrough to carry out a procedure 
inside a chamber of the heart. 
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0057 FIGS. 8C-8D illustrate mechanical linkage that may 
be provided so that rotation of only one cylinder of the device 
of FIGS. 8A-8B causes linked rotation of both rollers. 
0058 FIG. 9 illustrates a partial sectional view of another 
port device. 
0059 FIG. 10 illustrates a port device comprising a can 
nula having a closable distal end portion. 
0060 FIG. 11 illustrates another version of a port device. 
0061 FIG. 12 illustrates another version of a port device. 
0062 FIG. 13 illustrates another version of a port device. 
0063 FIG. 14A illustrates a distal end portion of an assem 
bly that can be inserted through a port device to visualize 
structures in the internal chamber accessed through the port 
device as well as to perform ablation procedures. 
0064 FIG. 14B shows the distal end portion of the assem 
bly of FIG. 14A with balloon inflated/expanded and halo 
deployed. 
0065 FIG. 14C is a distal end view of the balloon and halo 
of FIG. 14B. 
0066 FIG. 14D shows the assembly of FIG. 14A with 
balloon in a non-inflated, configuration, with halo deployed 
in the extended and expanded configuration, and with an 
endoscope fully inserted. 
0067 FIGS. 15A-15B illustrate a halo assembly wherein 
the halo is formed from four superelastic wires 
0068 FIG. 15C shows a portion of an assembly having a 
four-wire halo. 
0069 FIG. 15D illustrates an assembly having a four wire 
halo, with the halo shown in the deployed position and 
expanded configuration, and with the balloon in a deflated, 
non-expanded configuration. 
(0070 FIG. 15E shows the assembly of FIG. 15D with the 
halo in a retracted position and compressed configuration, 
and wherein the balloon has been inflated/expanded. 
(0071 FIG. 15F shows the halo beginning to be deployed 
over the expanded/inflated balloon. 
(0072 FIG. 15G shows the halo fully deployed over the 
inflated balloon so that it resides against the distal surface of 
the inflated balloon. 
(0073 FIG. 15H shows the substantially expanded con 
figuration of the halo at the distal surface of balloon. 
0074 FIG. 16 illustrates a distal end portion of an assem 
bly configured to form a linear lesion while directly viewing 
the tissue in which the lesion is being formed. 
(0075 FIG. 17 illustrates an assembly that combines the 
linear ablation capabilities of the assembly of FIG. 16 with 
the encircling lesion forming capabilities of a halo. 
0076 FIG. 18 illustrates steps that may be carried out 
during a minimally invasive procedure using one or more of 
the devices and/or instruments described herein. 
0077 FIG. 19 illustrates an endoscopic trocar assembly 
configured to receive an endoscope therein for use as an 
instrument to visualize piercing through a tissue wall and 
gaining access to an interior chamber located inside the tissue 
wall. 
(0078 FIGS. 20A-20B illustrate steps of using the assem 
bly and endoscope described with regard to FIG. 19. 
(0079 FIGS.20C-20F illustrate using the trocar of FIG. 19 
with the assembly of FIG.21A to close the tract formed by the 
procedure of FIGS. 20A-20B. 
0080 FIG. 20O illustrates use of a sliding suture loop 
inside a knot pusher to secure a seal against the inner wall of 
the left ventricle. 
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0081 FIGS. 21A-21C illustrate an assembly useable in a 
minimally invasive procedure to seal a tract or opening 
through the wall of an organ, Vessel or other tissue. 
0082 FIG.22A illustrates a conical or wedge-shaped seal 
comprising collagen, connected to a Suture which passes 
through an inner tube. 
0083 FIG. 22B illustrates a spherical or ball-shaped seal 
comprising collagen, connected to a Suture which passes 
through an inner tube. 
0084 FIG. 23A illustrates a conical or wedge-shaped seal 
having been wedged into the opening in the myocardial wall 
to seal the opening. 
I0085 FIG. 23B illustrates a spherical or ball-shaped seal 
inserted into the tract in the myocardial wall to seal the same. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION 

I0086. Before the present devices and methods are 
described, it is to be understood that this invention is not 
limited to particular embodiments described, as such may, of 
course, vary. It is also to be understood that the terminology 
used herein is for the purpose of describing particular 
embodiments only, and is not intended to be limiting, since 
the scope of the present invention will be limited only by the 
appended claims. 
0087. Where a range of values is provided, it is understood 
that each intervening value, to the tenth of the unit of the lower 
limit unless the context clearly dictates otherwise, between 
the upper and lower limits of that range is also specifically 
disclosed. Each Smaller range between any stated value or 
intervening value in a stated range and any other stated or 
intervening value in that Stated range is encompassed within 
the invention. The upper and lower limits of these smaller 
ranges may independently be included or excluded in the 
range, and each range where either, neither or both limits are 
included in the Smaller ranges is also encompassed within the 
invention, Subject to any specifically excluded limit in the 
stated range. Where the stated range includes one or both of 
the limits, ranges excluding either or both of those included 
limits are also included in the invention. 

0088. Unless defined otherwise, all technical and scien 
tific terms used herein have the same meaning as commonly 
understood by one of ordinary skill in the art to which this 
invention belongs. Although any methods and materials simi 
lar or equivalent to those described herein can be used in the 
practice or testing of the present invention, the preferred 
methods and materials are now described. All publications 
mentioned herein are incorporated herein by reference to 
disclose and describe the methods and/or materials in con 
nection with which the publications are cited. 
0089. It must be noted that as used herein and in the 
appended claims, the singular forms “a”, “an', and “the 
include plural referents unless the context clearly dictates 
otherwise. Thus, for example, reference to “a lumen’ 
includes a plurality of such lumens and reference to “the 
target' includes reference to one or more targets and equiva 
lents thereof known to those skilled in the art, and so forth. 
0090 The publications discussed herein are provided 
solely for their disclosure prior to the filing date of the present 
application. Nothing herein is to be construed as an admission 
that the present invention is not entitled to antedate such 
publication by virtue of prior invention. Further, the dates of 
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publication provided may be different from the actual publi 
cation dates which may need to be independently confirmed. 

DEFINITIONS 

0091. The term “open-chest procedure” refers to a surgical 
procedure wherein access for performing the procedure is 
provided by a full sternotomy or thoracotomy, a sternotomy 
wherein the sternum is incised and the cut sternum is sepa 
rated using a sternal retractor, or a thoracotomy wherein an 
incision is performed between a patient's ribs and the incision 
between the ribs is separated using a retractor to open the 
chest cavity for access thereto. 
0092. The term “closed-chest procedure” or “minimally 
invasive procedure” refers to a Surgical procedure wherein 
access for performing the procedure is provided by one or 
more openings which are much smaller than the opening 
provided by an open-chest procedure, and wherein a tradi 
tional sternotomy is not performed. Closed-chest or mini 
mally invasive procedures may include those where access is 
provided by any of a number of different approaches, includ 
ing mini-sternotomy, thoracotomy or mini-thoracotomy, or 
less invasively through a port provided within the chest cavity 
of the patient, e.g., between the ribs or in a SubXyphoid area, 
with or without the visual assistance of a thoracoscope. It is 
further noted that minimally invasive procedures are not lim 
ited to closed-chest procedures but may be carried out in other 
reduced-access, Surgical sites, including, but not limited to, 
the abdominal cavity, for example. 
0093. The term “reduced-access surgical site' refers to a 
Surgical site or operating space that has not been opened fully 
to the environment for access by a Surgeon. Thus, for 
example, closed-chest procedures are carried out in reduced 
access Surgical sites. Other procedures, including procedures 
outside of the chest cavity. Such as in the abdominal cavity or 
other locations of the body, may be carried out as reduced 
access procedures in reduced-access Surgical sites. For 
example, the Surgical site may be accessed through one or 
more ports, cannulae, or other Small opening(s), sometimes 
referred to as “minimally invasive surgery'. What is often 
referred to as endoscopic Surgery is Surgery carried out in a 
reduced-access Surgical site. 

Devices and Methods 

0094 FIGS. 1A-1B illustrate longitudinal sectional views 
of a hemostatic port device 10 that can be installed by mini 
mally invasive techniques described herein. Device 10 
includes a flexible, malleable or substantially rigid cannula 12 
having two expandable members 14a and 14b mounted cir 
cumferentially around a distal end portion of cannula 12. 
wherein one of the expandable members 14a is mounted 
distally of the other 14b. Examples of materials from which 
cannula 12 may be made include but are not limited to: 
polycarbonate, stainless steel, polyurethane, silicone rubber, 
polyvinyl chloride, polyethylene, nylon, C-FLEXOR) (thermo 
plastic elastomer), etc. Expandable members 14a. 14b are 
typically mounted with a small space or gap 16 therebetween 
(e.g., about two to about 10 mm), where a tissue wall of an 
organ, conduit or other tissue is to be captured between the 
expandable members 14a. 14b. In the example shown in 
FIGS. 1A-1B, dedicated lumens 16a, 16b are provided to 
connect expandable members 14a. 14b in fluid communica 
tion with a source of pressurized fluid located proximal of the 
proximal end of device 10 for delivering pressurized fluid to 
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inflate the expandable members 14a. 14b as shown in FIG.1B. 
Alternatively, although less preferred, both expandable mem 
bers 14a. 14b could be provided in fluid communication with 
a pressurized fluid source via a single lumen. 
0095. When inflated, expandable members 14a. 14b 
expand to expanded configurations which narrow the gap 16 
therebetween (or completely eliminate the gap, as illustrated 
in FIG. 1B) when no tissue is provided therebetween, as the 
outside diameters of the expandable members increase sig 
nificantly. These diameters will vary depending upon the 
specific application for which device 10 is to be used, and on 
the outside diameter of the cannula 12. In one specific 
example, the inside diameter of conduit 12 is about 10 mm. 
the outside diameter is greater than 10 mm and less than about 
12 mm; and in the deflated, compact, or non-expanded con 
figuration of expandable members 14a and 14b (shown in 
FIG. 1A), the expandable members 14a. 14b have outside 
diameters of about 12 mm to about 14 mm, while in an 
expanded configuration, the outside diameters of the expand 
able members 14a. 14b can range from about 100 mm to 
about 500 mm. FIG. 1C shows a view of device 10 having 
been installed through an opening in tissue 1 and expandable 
members 14a. 14b having been expanded to capture the tissue 
1 therebetween and form a hemostatic seal therewith. 
I0096) The proximal end portion of port device 10, i.e., the 
proximal portion of cannula 12 not having the expandable 
members 14a. 14b thereon may expand only a minimal dis 
tance proximally of expandable member 14b, e.g., about 0.5 
to about 2 inches. Alternatively, depending upon the use of 
device 10, this proximal portion may extend a much greater 
distance. For example, in minimally invasive procedures 
where port device 10 is installed in an internal organ, the 
proximal end of device 10 will extend a sufficient length to be 
able to extend out of the patient when device 10 is installed in 
the organ as intended. In one example, where device 10 is 
installed in the left atrial appendage of the heart of a patient, 
the proximal end of conduit 10 extends from about 6 to about 
10 inches proximally of the proximal surface of expandable 
member 14b. 

0097. In this embodiment, as well as any of the other 
embodiments described herein that include cannula 12, a 
hemostatic valve 15 may be provided within the proximal 
annular opening of cannula 12, to hemostatically seal the port 
when no instrument or device is being inserted therethrough. 
Additionally, valve 15 may at least partially seal against an 
instrument, tool or device as it is being inserted through 
cannula 12 so as to prevent or minimize loss of blood or other 
fluids through cannula 12 during such an insertion. 
0.098 FIGS. 2A and 2B illustrate steps in one example of 
installation of port device 10 in the left atrial appendage 4 of 
the heart 2 of a patient. Atrial appendage management, and 
particularly left atrial appendage (LAA) management, is a 
critical part of the surgical treatment of atrial fibrillation. 
When using a minimally invasive approach (e.g., where Sur 
gical access is provided by thoracoscopy, mini-thoracotomy 
or the like), there is a high risk of complications such as 
bleeding when using contemporary atrial appendage manage 
ment. Further, exposure and access to the base of the atrial 
appendage to be treated is limited by the reduced-access 
surgical site. Since the atrial appendage is typically closed 
off, ligated, clamped, sutured, removed (e.g., transected), or 
otherwise isolated from circulation in the heart, one aspect of 
the present invention provides devices and methods for estab 
lishing access to the left atrium of the heart by installing port 
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device 10 in the atrial appendage 4. Advantageously, this 
reduces the number of openings that need to be made in the 
heart, such as to performablation, for example, since theatrial 
appendage would be cut or ligated anyway, and it is also used 
here as the access location/opening into the heart for insertion 
of minimally invasive tools to perform a cardiac procedure. 
Such procedures, as well as ligating or occluding the atrial 
appendage 4 can be performed while the heart continues to 
beat, and all by a minimally invasive approach. Such proce 
dures may be performed solely from an opening in the left 
chest, or may be performed with additional openings in the 
chest, but still with only access through the left atrial append 
age. It is again noted here that the present devices an methods 
are not limited to installation in the left atrial appendage or to 
either atrial appendage, but can be installed anywhere on the 
heart to provide access to one or more internal chambers 
thereof. Still further, the devices and methods described 
herein can be used to gain access to other internal organs, 
vessels, or tissues having an internal fluid containing cham 
ber, by minimally invasive procedures, while preventing air 
or other unwanted substances from entering such chamber 
and while providing a hemostatic seal with the entry opening 
in the tissue to substantially prevent blood or other fluids from 
exiting such chamber via the opening. 
0099 FIG. 2A illustrates a removable dilator 18, extend 
ing distally of the distalend of device 10, being used to pierce 
through the tissue wall of the left atrial appendage to forman 
opening therein. Optionally, graspers, or some other endo 
scopic clamping tool 20 may be used to engage the atrial 
appendage 4 to provide a traction force against the force of the 
dilator against the atrial appendage as it pierces through. 
Dilator 18 can be conically shaped, as shown, so as to dilate 
the opening formed by tip 18t as the dilator is advanced 
further distally into the left atrial appendage. As the dilator 18 
is inserted all the way through the opening, the distal end 
portion of device 10 follows and expandable member 14a is 
positioned inside the tissue wall of the atrial appendage while 
expandable member 14b is positioned just outside the tissue 
wall of the atrial appendage 4. Expandable member 14a is 
next inflated so as to expand it to have an outside diameter that 
prevents it form being pulled back through the opening in the 
atrial appendage 4. At this time, the dilator 18 can be retracted 
and removed from the device 10. Alternatively, expandable 
member 14b may first be expanded, prior to withdrawal of the 
dilator 18. Dilator 18 may be simply held in the relative 
position shown in FIG. 2A as it is inserted through the atrial 
appendage, with device 10 being held stationary relative to 
dilator 18 and thus advanced along with it. Alternatively, 
dilator 18 may be removably and temporarily attached to 
device 10. One configuration for such removable attachment 
is illustrated in FIGS. 2C and 2D, wherein the proximal end 
portion of dilator 18 is provided with an enlarged diameter 
proximal end portion 18a that acts as a stop against the proxi 
mal end 10a of device 10. In this way, dilator 18 can be slid 
into device 10 and used therein with the distal end portion 
extending from the distal end of device 10 as shown in FIG. 
2A. Removal of dilator 18 can be performed by simply sliding 
dilator 18 back out of device 10. Of course, other alternative 
mechanical connecting configuration can be substituted for 
this arrangement, as would be readily apparent to one of 
ordinary skill in the mechanical arts. 
0100. After inflation of expandable member 14a, the sec 
ond expandable member 14b can be inflated to expand (either 
before or after removal of dilator 18, as noted) to, together 
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with expanded expandable member 14b, form a hemostatic 
seal of the opening through the atrial appendage. This seal is 
very atraumatic as the expandable members 14a. 14b do not 
expand radially within and against the opening, but apply 
axial compression to the tissues Surrounding the opening (and 
to the interface with the opening) to seal it. This is particularly 
important when the access opening is made in the atrial 
appendage 4, as the tissue of theatrial appendage 4 tends to be 
very friable so that if a seal is attempted by expanding some 
thing radially within the opening, the tissue tends to tear or 
otherwise disintegrate or fail. Axial compression of the tis 
Sues does not pose such risks, but actually helps maintain the 
integrity of these tissues and thus forms the seal in a very 
atraumatic way. This also provides a very stable connection, 
as once the more distal expandable member 14a is expanded, 
as shown in FIG.2B, device 10 is not easily removed and very 
unlikely to be accidentally displaced or removed. The com 
pressive forces provided by expandable member 14b further 
add to this stability. Optionally, expandable member 14b need 
not always even be expanded, as expandable member 14a 
may expand Sufficiently to compress against the inner wall 
Surfaces of the atrial appendage to maintain device 10 in a 
stable position and to form a hemostatic Seal of the opening 
through which device 10 passes. However, the additional 
stability and sealing provided by expandable member 14b 
makes expansion of the expandable member 14b a typical 
step that is performed during an installation of device 10. In 
one specific embodiment, with insertion of a device 10 having 
a 10 mm cannula 12, expandable member 14a. 14b are pro 
vided as elastomeric balloons and each inflated with about 7 
to about 10 cc of saline. 

0101 Expandable members are typically formed as inflat 
able balloons, e.g., comprising a compliant material Such as 
latex, silicone, polyurethane, or the like, or a semi-compliant 
or non-compliant material Such as nylon, polyethylene, poly 
ester, polyamide, polyethylene terephthalate (PET) and ure 
thane, for example, with compliant materials being preferred, 
since they can be compressed to a smaller cross-sectional area 
for delivery into the patient and through the opening in the 
tissue. Alternative forms of expandable members 14a. 14b 
can be provided, including, but not limited to members com 
prising closed-cell foam that is compressible and self-ex 
pands when a compression force is removed, self expanding 
stents with attached graft material, etc. When self-expanding, 
a sheath, additional cannula or other structure for compress 
ing the expandable members 14a. 14b can be used for deliv 
ery to the expandable members to the locations on opposite 
sides of the tissue wall in which the opening to be sealed is 
formed, and then removal of the sheath, cannula or other 
compression applying member is removed to allow the 
expandable members to self-expand, either sequentially (14a 
first, then 14b) or together. 
0102 FIGS. 3A-3C illustrate another version of a port 
device 10 and procedural steps included in its installation. 
Although shown being installed in a left atrial appendage, 
device 10 can be installed anywhere on the heart 2 for access 
into the heart 2. Further alternatively, device 10 can be 
installed in any of the other internal organs, vessels or other 
tissues described previously. In FIG. 3A, expandable mem 
bers 14a. 14b and a sheath 22 are wrapped around an intro 
ducer needle 24 having a sharp distal tip 24t. The wrapped, 
compacted configuration of expandable members 14a. 14b 
and sheath 22 as shown in FIG. 3A can be maintained using a 
tie, an additional sheath wrapped around the compacted con 
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figuration, or a thin cannula that is slidably removable from 
the configuration, for example. Alternatively, the sheath 22 
may include a Superelastic material. Such as nickel-titanium 
alloy or other Superelastic material. For example, a stent or 
framework capable of collapsing and then resiliently return 
ing to an expanded configuration can be provided, and can be 
covered by a non-porous material. Such as silicone, or one of 
the other polymers noted herein for making sheath 22. Sheath 
22 is a thin, flexible, tubular component. Such as a piercing 
needle (can be any size, but typically 16 or 18 gauge) on 
which expandable members 14a. 14b are mounted, and, in the 
case where expandable members 14a. 14b are inflatable, also 
contains one or two lumens for inflating the expandable mem 
bers 14a. 14b, wherein the one or two lumens are configured 
in the same manner as in the cannula 12 described with regard 
to FIG. 1A above. Sheath 22 and expandable members 14a, 
14b (in a non-expanded, compact configuration) are twisted 
around introducer needle 24 to form a very compact cross 
sectional area to minimize the size of the openings required 
for insertion into the patient and for insertion into the organ, 
vessel or other tissue, in this case, the left atrial appendage 4. 
0103) The assembly in the compact configuration is then 
driven against the target area (e.g., left atrial appendage) 
whereby driving the sharp distal tip 24t of introducer needle 
against the tissue pierces the tissue, thereby forming an open 
ing that is no larger than it has to be to allow passage of the 
assembly therethrough. Alternatively, an incision can be 
made with an additional cutting instrument and then the intro 
ducer needle and compact configuration can be inserted 
through the incision. However, by making the opening with 
the introducer needle tip 24t and expanding it by driving the 
needle 24 and compact components 14a and 22 therethrough, 
this ensures that the opening is kept to a minimum size 
required. Further alternatively, a tool 20 may be used to pro 
vide a traction force on theatrial appendage or other tissue to 
be incised or pierced, to facilitate this step. 
0104. Once the needle tip 24t and expandable member 14a 
have been passed though the opening and positioned interi 
orly of the opening and the tissue wall of atrium 4, the com 
pression member 25, in this case an additional outer sheath 25 
is removed and expandable member 14a is expanded (in this 
case, inflated) thereby securing it within the atrial appendage 
4. Expandable member 14b can be expanded either before or 
after withdrawal of needle 24 from the site, thereby forming 
an axially compressive hemostatic seal at and/or around the 
site of the opening 5. Next, a dilator 18 is inserted through 
sheath 22 to expand the inner diameter thereof, as well as the 
inner diameters of the expandable members 14a. 14b and 
cannula 12, configured with dilator 18 in any of the manners 
described above, is slid into the sheath 22, following dilator 
18. Once cannula 12 has been inserted so that a distal end 
thereof is flush, or, more typically, extending slightly distally 
(e.g., ranging from flush up to a distance of about 1 cm) from 
a distal end Surface of expanded expandable member 14a. 
dilator 18 is removed, thereby completing the installation of 
port device 10, which is now ready to receive instruments or 
other devices therethrough to carry out one or more Surgical 
procedures. 
0105 FIGS. 4A-4E illustrate another version of a port 
device 10 and procedural steps included in its installation. 
Although shown being installed in a left atrial appendage, 
device 10 can be installed anywhere on the heart 2 for access 
into the heart 2. Further alternatively, device 10 can be 
installed in any of the other internal organs, vessels or other 
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tissues described previously. In FIG. 4A, expandable member 
14a is stretched over a distal end portion of an introducer 
needle 24 in a compact, non-expanded configuration, and 
expandable member 14b is stretched over a distal end portion 
of cannula 12, and the distal endportion of needle 24, together 
with expandable member 14a are delivered through an open 
ing 5that can beformed using any of the techniques described 
above with regard to FIGS. 3A-3C. Balloons 14a. 14b can be 
independently inflatable and the material extending between 
these balloons is a single layer (which may be the same or 
different material than that used to make the balloons) and 
that needs to be dilated after inflation of balloons 14a, 14b. 
0106 Expandable members 14a. 14b in this case are 
inflatable balloons, e.g., balloons formed of a thin layer of 
elastomer, such as silicone, latex, polyurethane etc. The mate 
rial joining the two expandable members that is position 
through opening 5 can also be the same as the material for the 
expandable members, but is typically not inflated, only 
expanded by dilation. Device 10 also contains one or two 
lumens extending through cannula 12 and one extending 
through to join expandable member 14a, for inflating the 
expandable members 14a. 14b, wherein the one or two 
lumens are configured in the same manner as in the cannula 
12 described with regard to FIG. 1A above. 
0107. Once expandable member/distal end of cannula are 
abutting or in close proximity to the outer Surface of the tissue 
wall 1 of atrial appendage 4 as illustrated in FIG. 4B, expand 
able member 14a can be released from needle 24. Expandable 
member 14a must be low profiled (cross-sectional dimen 
sion) to follow the needle hole during insertion. The expand 
able member be released from needle 24 after inflation of 
expandable member 14a by withdrawing the needle 24 proxi 
mally when expandable member 14a is attached to needle via 
a perforated sleeve. Alternatively, this tear away can occur 
from forces applied to it by expansion of the expandable 
member 14a alone. Further alternatively, release can be per 
formed by release of a suture knot outside of the body to 
release tension on a Suture holding balloon 14a to needle 24. 
Upon expanding the expandable member 14a to secure the 
device against the inner Surface of the tissue wall 1, this 
prevents device 10 from being pulled out as needle 24 is 
retracted, and needle 24 can be removed from the site, see 
FIG. 4C. In FIG.4D, expandable member 14b is expanded to, 
together with expandable member 14a, forman axially com 
pressive seal of the opening 5, by atraumatically axially com 
pressing against the inner and outer tissue walls Surrounding 
opening 5. At this stage, device 10 is installed and configured 
to accept other instruments, devices, etc, therethrough for 
performance of one or more Surgical procedures within the 
organ, Vessel or other anatomical structure that device 10 
provides access to. Installation of device 10, as well as the 
subsequent procedures performed through device 10 can all 
be performed in a minimally invasive manner. FIG. 4E is a 
sectional illustration of the opening 5 as formed and hemo 
statically sealed by device 10 in a manner as described with 
regard to FIGS. 4A-4D above. The connecting material 14c 
that connects expandable members 14a and 14b passes 
through opening 5 and is expandable by dilation as additional 
tools or devices are passed therethrough. Expandable mem 
ber 14a is also annular and includes a central opening there 
through 14ac that permits passage of the additional tools 
and/or devices. 

0108 FIGS. 5A-5D illustrate another version of a port 
device 10 and procedural steps included in its installation. 
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Although shown being installed in a left atrial appendage 4. 
device 10 can be installed anywhere on the heart 2 for access 
into the heart 2. Further alternatively, device 10 can be 
installed in any of the other internal organs, vessels or other 
tissues described previously. In this embodiment, expandable 
members 14a. 14b are formed of an elastomeric, biocompat 
ible foam, Such as a closed-cell (e.g., nitrile rubber, silicone 
rubber, polyethylene, polyurethane, polyvinyl chloride, or the 
like) foam wherein expandable members can be manipulated 
to assume a first, contracted conformation in which expand 
able members 14a. 14b each have a relatively small outside 
diameter, and to assume a second, expanded conformation in 
which expandable members 14a. 14b, each have a relatively 
larger, expanded outside diameter. 
0109. One way of providing such expandable members is 
to mold the expandable members in a Substantially hour-glass 
shape (similar to that shown in FIG. 5B, for example) with an 
annular opening running longitudinally through the center 
thereof to allow cannula 12to be inserted therethrough. In this 
configuration, the contracted conformation can be achieved 
by stretching the expandable members 14a. 14b axially over 
a mandrel. Such as an introducer needle 24, for example, as 
illustrated in FIG. 5A, and fixing the stretched foam material 
at a proximal end portion thereof and at a distal end portion 
thereof with releasable ties 27. Upon releasing ties 27, the 
expandable members return to their premolded hourglass 
like shape illustrated in FIG. 5B. FIG. 5C illustrates wire or 
suture, or other tether material which is slidably received 
through ends of releasable tie 27 to maintain compression of 
tie 27 against portion 14a or 14b and mandrel 24, to maintain 
the tension on the expandable members 14a. 14b as shown in 
FIG. 5A and described above. Upon releasing one end of 
wire/suture/tether 28 and sliding it out of the ends of releas 
able tie 27, the compressive force is released, and the expand 
able member resumes its expanded configuration. Releasable 
tie may be fixed at one or more locations to the expandable 
member so that it need not be removed. 

0110. Accordingly, the expandable member 14a is 
inserted, together with introducer needle distal end portion 24 
through the opening formed by tip 24t and into the atrial 
appendage 4 in a manner as described previously. Once in 
place, wires/sutures/tethers 28 are actuated to release the 
compressive forces by the releasable ties that are maintaining 
the expandable members 14a. 14b stretched out in tension 
over the introducer 24, whereby expandable members retract 
toward one another, and radially expand to assume the hour 
glass configuration shown in FIGS. 5B and 5D. Regardless of 
whether expandable members 14a. 14b are self-expanding, or 
are driven to expand, the expandable members axially com 
press the tissue in an atraumatic manner to hemostatically 
seal the opening 5. Once the expandable members 14a and 
14b have assumed the expanded configurations, the intro 
ducer 24 is removed, and a dilator 187 cannula 12 combination 
can be inserted through the central opening of the expandable 
members to install cannula 12 in a manner as already 
described above, see FIG.SD. 
0111 FIGS. 6A-6B illustrate another version of a port 
device 10 for any of the uses described previously herein. 
Thus, installed shown as installed in a left atrial appendage 4. 
device 10 can be installed anywhere on the heart 2 for access 
into the heart 2. Further alternatively, device 10 can be 
installed in any of the other internal organs, vessels or other 
tissues described previously. In this embodiment, expandable 
members 14a if formed of a resilient, self expanding ring that 
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can be elastically deformed to assume a much smaller diam 
eter than the expanded diameter illustrated in FIG. 6A. Thus, 
for installation of this device 10 a small hole 5 is cut through 
the tissue wall 1 of the organ, vessel or other tissue into which 
device is to installed (in this example, the left atrial appendage 
4). The expandable member 14a, in the compressed or elas 
tically deformed conformation having a much smaller diam 
eter than in the expanded configuration, is inserted through 
the opening 5 and the allowed to expand in the cavity on the 
opposite side of the tissue wall 1. For example, expandable 
member 14a may be a ring of spring steel (stainless steel), an 
elastic polymer or a soft inelastic polymer, or a Superelastic 
material. Such as nickel-titanium alloy (e.g., Nitinol), or other 
biocompatible material having similar structural and elastic 
properties, that is solid and allows for inflation of the expand 
able member. Optionally, at least a surface of expandable 
member 14a that faces the tissue wall that it is to form a seal 
with, may be coated with silicone or other biocompatible 
elastomer or other biocompatible soft material to assist in 
making the seal of the expandable member 14a to the tissue 
wall. In the compressed/elastically deformed conformation, 
elastic member 14a can be delivered though opening 5 via a 
cannula 12, for example, or other structure designed to main 
tain the expandable member 14a in the compressed confir 
mation until being released therefrom by the cannula or other 
compressive structure. 
0112. Once expandable member 14a is allowed to expand, 
cloth (e.g., Dacron, woven polymer, or other known biocom 
patible fabrics acceptable for internal use) or non-compliant, 
but flexible polymer arms 30 that are attached to expandable 
member 14a and which extend out of opening 5 can be ten 
Sioned/retracted, to pull expandable member 14a against the 
inner surface of the tissue wall 1 thereby forming an atrau 
matic hemostatic seal. Flexible arms 30 may have an adhesive 
32 coated on all or a portion of the side of each arm facing the 
external surface of the tissue wall 1, so that once expandable 
member 14a has been retracted sufficiently to form a hemo 
static Seal against the inner Surface of tissue wall 1, arms 30 
can be pressed against the outer Surface of tissue wall 1, 
thereby adhering the arms to the tissue wall 1 and maintaining 
the hemostatic seal. Additionally or alternatively, arms 30 
may be sutured, stapled and/or tacked to the tissue wall. 
0113 FIG. 6B illustrates a thin film 34 that extends across 
expandable member 14a and forms a seal therewith. Film 34 
may be a thin sheet of silicone, latex, or polyurethane, for 
example. A slit 34s is provided in film 34 that functions like a 
one way valve. When installed as described with regard to 
FIG. 6a above, film 34 prevents substantial amounts of blood 
or other fluids from flowing therethrough and out of opening 
5. However, when it is desired to insert a tool or device, this 
can be accomplished by passing the tool or device through the 
slit. After performing the intended function with the tool and 
the tool is removed, or when the device no longer extends 
through the slit, the slit automatically recluses, again prevent 
ing or Substantially reducing fluid loss out of the opening 5. 
0114 FIG. 7A illustrates a closure device 40 that may be 
used to close an opening 5 through a tissue wall upon removal 
of port device 10 therefrom. Device 40 is adapted for use with 
any of the devices 10 described herein that employ cannula 
12. For those devices 10 that do not employ cannula 12. 
device 40 can still be used to perform closure after removal of 
such device 10 by providing a cannula with device 40 for 
delivery thereof. FIGS. 7B-7D show steps that may be per 
formed using device 40 to close opening 5. For devices 10 
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employing cannula 12, these steps are performed after com 
pacting at least expandable member 14a back to a reduced 
outside diameter, compact configuration. For simplicity, 
expandable members 14a and 14b are not shown in FIGS. 
7B-7D, as the same steps may be performed whether a device 
10 having expandable member 14a in a compact conforma 
tion is used, or a cannula 12 having no expandable members 
is inserted after removal of a device 10 that does not employ 
cannula 12. 

0115 Device 40 comprises a malleable wire having barbs 
42 formed at both ends thereof. Device 40 has a central acute 
bend 44 and a pair of additional acute bends 46 in an opposite 
direction. A locking ring 48 that is slidable over the wires of 
device 40 is initially positioned proximally adjacent this addi 
tional pair of bends 46. A pusher rod or wire 50 is attached to 
the central acute bend 44 and has sufficient column strength to 
push device 40 distally through cannula 12, and sufficient 
tensile strength to pull barbs 42 though the tissue wall 1. 
Bends 44, 46 allow device 40 to be elastically deformed/ 
compressed to be pushed though cannula 12. Once barbed 
ends 42 clear the distal end of cannula 12. Such as by pushing 
device 40 through cannula 12 by pushing on pusher rod/wire 
50 from a location proximal of the proximal end of cannula 12 
and outside of the patient’s body, the barbed ends 42 spring 
radially outwardly beyond the outside diameter of cannula 
12, Pusher rod/wire 50 can then be retracted proximally until 
bends 46 approach the distal end of cannula 12, as illustrated 
in FIG.7B. Locking ring 48 remains positioned just proximal 
of bends 46 and may be positioned adjacent the distal end of 
cannula 12, as shown. In this position, locking ring helps 
improve the rigidity of the portions of device 40 that are 
external to cannula 12 to facilitate driving them through the 
tissue wall 1 as described hereafter. 

0116 Barbs 42 can be driven through the tissue wall 1 
solely by retracting pusher wire/rod 50 relative to cannula 12. 
or, alternatively, barbs can be positioned adjacent the external 
surface of tissue wall 1 through retracting pusher wire/rod50, 
and then cannula 12 and pusher wire/rod 50 can be retracted 
together to drive barbs 42 through the tissue wall 1. In either 
case, after piercing through the tissue wall 1 with barbs 42, 
cannula 12 and pusher rod/wire 50 are retracted further 
together. As cannula 12 begins to exit the opening 5, the acute 
bends 46 begin to deform an increase in angle through right 
angle bends (FIG.7C) to obtuse bend and then so that they are 
substantially straight or 180 degree bends (FIG. 7D), as the 
barbs 42 maintain their relative positions against the external 
surface of the tissue wall 1, since the barbs prevent the ends of 
the device 40 from pulling back through the wall 1 during this 
retraction step. This causes the edges of the tissue wall 1 that 
define opening 5 to begin everting, as shown in FIG.7C. Once 
bends 46 have Substantially straightened, cannula 12 can be 
retracted relative to device 40, and locking ring 48 can be 
distally advanced and locked into position over detents 52. 
This further everts the tissue edges and closes the opening 5 
and locks ring 48 into position to maintain the closure, as 
shown in FIG.7D. Endoscopic cutter or scissors (not shown) 
can be inserted through cannula 12 to cut pusher rod/wire 50. 
thereby severing it from device 40 and cannula 12 and pusher 
rod/wire 50 can then be removed from the patient to complete 
the closure and the procedure. 
0117 FIGS. 8A-8B illustrate another version of a port 
device 10 that can be used to provide an opening into an atrial 
appendage 4 for insertion of tools and/or devices there 
through to carry out a procedure inside a chamber of the heart 
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2. Device 10 includes a pair of substantially cylindrical rollers 
60 each having at least one scallop or concavity 62 formed 
therein and extending at least about 180 degrees circumfer 
entially about the general cylindrical shape. Rollers 60 are 
positioned Substantially parallel to one another and joined by 
a linkage 64 that permits the rollers to be separated from one 
another to increase a gap therebetween to allow the rollers to 
be placed over the atrial appendage 4 and then clamped on 
opposite sides thereof. Linkage 64 may be spring-loaded, so 
that rollers can be separated, for example, using graspers, and 
then upon release of the rollers by the graspers, spring-loaded 
linkage 64 resiliently draws rollers back toward one another 
to a configuration such as shown in FIGS. 8A and 8B. 
0118 Spring force provided by linkage 64 may be a pre 
determined number of pounds sufficient to clamp off the 
walls of the atrial appendage 4 to prevent blood flow there 
past, but not so great as to cause tissue damage or necrosis 
(e.g., about one to about four pounds force, combined). When 
scallops 62 are aligned as shown in FIG. 8A, they join to 
define an opening where an opening 5 in theatrial appendage 
tissue wall 5 can beformed for access inside theatrial append 
age 4. As rollers are rolled to the configuration shown in FIG. 
8B, where only the cylindrical surfaces abut the tissue wall, 
this effectively closes the opening 5, thereby substantially 
preventing fluid escape from the atrial appendage 4. 
0119 Rollers 60 may be independently rotated (such as by 
using graspers or other endoscopic tool, for example) to align 
the scallops 62 for opening the port, or to align the cylindrical 
surfaces to close the port. Alternatively, cylinders 60 may be 
linked, such as by gears 66 FIGS. 8C and 8D) or other 
mechanical linkage so that rotation of only one cylinder 60 
serves to rotate both, and thus providing easier alignment of 
the scallops 62 or cylindrical Surfaces, as the rotations are 
Such as to guarantee equal rotations of both cylinders 60. 
0120 FIG. 9 illustrates a partial sectional view of another 
port device 10 that, in addition to cannula 12 and expandable 
members 14a. 14b that may be configured in any of the 
manners described above, a seal 70 (shown as a sectional 
view) is provided around cannula 12 at a location proximal of 
the expandable member 14b. Seal 70 includes a valve 72 such 
as a duck-bill or trap door type valve that closes off the 
chamber 74 defined around the opening when cannula 12 or 
cannula and expandable members 14a. 14b) are removed. 
Seal 70 may be provided with one or more vacuum channels 
76 connectable to a source of vacuum external of the patient 
(via one or more vacuum lines) to form a vacuum seal with the 
outer surface of the tissue 1. Seal 70 may be engaged with the 
outer Surface of the tissue wall 1. Such as by applying vacuum 
in the manner described, to establish the chamber prior to 
inserting cannula and expandable member 14a through the 
tissue, and even prior to making the opening 5. So as to contain 
any blood loss that may occur as opening 5 is made and 
cannula 12 and expandable member 14a are initially inserted 
through the opening 5. Expandable member 14b may alter 
natively be replaced by a flange that is not expandable, but has 
the shape shown in FIG. 9. 
0121 FIG. 10 illustrates a port device 10 comprising a 
cannula 12 having a closable distal end portion 80. For 
example, distal end portion 80 may be bullet shaped and 
include a pair of pivotally mounted, spring-biased clamshell 
doors 82 that are spring loaded toward the closed position. An 
elastomeric seal 84 may optionally be provided on one or both 
clamshell doors 82 along the edges that abut one another 
during closing to further enhance the hemostatic Seal. This 
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bullet shaped distal end portion can be inserted through an 
opening 5 in tissue wall 1 to form an atraumatic, hemostatic 
seal that allows insertion of instruments and/or devices. Upon 
insertion of an instrument, tool or device from a proximal end 
through cannula 12, contact of the tool, instrument or device 
against the internal surfaces of the clamshell doors 82 drives 
them open, as illustrated in phantom lines in FIG. 10. The 
bullet tip is elliptical in shape so that when clamshell doors 82 
are open, the open edges of the clamshell doors are contoured 
to match or nearly match the shaft (typically cylindrical) of 
the instrument being inserted therethrough. This helps pre 
vent fluid escaping therepast when the instrument is inserted 
through the open clamshell doors 82. Upon withdrawal of the 
tool or instrument, or when device no longer traverses the 
space between the clamshell doors 82, the clamshell doors 
automatically close, driven by the spring biasing, thereby 
re-establishing the hemostatic Seal. 
0.122 FIG. 11 illustrates another version of a port device 
10 for any of the uses described previously herein. Thus, 
device 10 may be installed through the wall of a left atrial 
appendage 4, a right atrial appendage, or through any wall of 
the heart 2 for access into the heart 2. Further alternatively, 
device 10 can be installed in any of the other internal organs, 
vessels or other tissues described previously. In this embodi 
ment, the main body portion of device 10 includes a plug. 85 
that may beformed of a polymeric foam, for example. Plug 85 
includes a central annulus 86 extending therethrough along a 
longitudinal axis of the plug 85. A channel 87 is formed 
circumferentially in and around an external portion of the 
plug 85 to receive the tissue edges around the opening formed 
through the tissue wall 1. Compression members 89 are con 
figured to axially compress the plug 85 to expand the channel 
radially outwardly into contact with the tissue wall edges, 
thereby sealing the opening. In one embodiment, compres 
sion members comprise elongate members 91 fixed to a distal 
portion of plug 85 and extending longitudinally through wall 
of the plug 85, wherein the walls are slidable with respect to 
the elongate members to allow compression with respect 
thereto. Proximal portions of elongate member 91 include 
ratcheted teeth that cooperate with pads 93 which can be 
advanced to lock down against the plug, like a Zip-tie func 
tion. Pads 93 can be distally advanced over elongate member 
91 and against plug 85 until plug compresses sufficiently to 
expand channel 87 sufficiently radially to seal off the open 
ing. The elongate members may also be flexible, so that 
portions passing through the channel 87tend to move radially 
outwardly as tension is generated in the elongate members 89. 
I0123 FIG. 12 illustrates another version of a port device 
10 for any of the uses described previously herein. Thus, 
device 10 may be installed through the wall of a left atrial 
appendage 4, aright atrial appendage, or through any wall of 
the heart 2 for access into the heart 2. Further alternatively, 
device 10 can be installed in any of the other internal organs, 
vessels or other tissues described previously. In this embodi 
ment, cannula 12 is provided as a hollow screw and thus has 
a threaded distal end portion 88 that can be used to screw 
cannula 12 into and through the tissue wall 1. An expandable 
member 14b may be provided to inflate and axially compress 
the tissue wall against the counterforce of the threads to 
atraumatically, hemostatically seal the opening 5. 
0.124 FIG. 13 illustrates another version of a port device 
10 for any of the uses described previously herein. Thus, 
device 10 may be installed through the wall of a left atrial 
appendage 4, a right atrial appendage, or through any wall of 
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the heart 2 for access into the heart 2. Further alternatively, 
device 10 can be installed in any of the other internal organs, 
vessels or other tissues described previously. In this embodi 
ment, atrocar 90 having a heatable, sharp distal tip portion 90t 
is inserted through cannula 12 during the formation of open 
ing 5 and installation of cannula 12 therein. Trocar 90 
includes a power cord 92 extending from a proximal end 
thereofthat is electrically connectable to a power source 94 to 
provide energy to the distal tip portion 90t thereby heating it 
through resistive heating, for example. The heated, sharp tip 
90t pierces easily though the tissue wall 1 by means of melt 
ing the tissue with an optional lesser degree of mechanical 
piercing. The distal end portion of cannula 12 can be coated 
with collagen or other biocompatible material that fuses or 
otherwise sticks to the tissue in the opening 5 when the tissue 
is heated by tip 90t passing therethrough. This thus forms a 
hemostatic Seal between the tissue defining the opening 5 and 
the outer wall of cannula 12. 

0.125. As noted earlier, with the minimally invasive instal 
lation of any of the port devices 10 described herein, instru 
ments, tools and/or devices can then be inserted through the 
port device 10 for the performance of one or more minimally 
invasive surgical procedures. FIG. 14A illustrates a distal end 
portion of an assembly 100 that can be inserted through port 
device 10 to visualize structures in the internal chamber 
accessed through the port device 10 as well as to perform 
ablation procedures while directly visualizing the tissues to 
be ablated and with the ability to directly visualize the tissues 
as they are being ablated and after ablation. For example, 
when a port is installed through a tissue wall of the left atrial 
appendage 4, assembly 100, having an endoscope 200 
mounted therein, can be inserted through port device 10 and 
used as an instrument to visualize structures on the wall of the 
left atrium and in the chamber of the left atrium. Ablation 
around the pulmonary veins can be performed. Linear abla 
tion lesions can be performed similarly, as will be described 
further below. 

0126. A halo assembly 102 is installed over shaft 122 
(which may be the shaft of an endoscope or a cannula into 
which an endoscope shaft is inserted). Halo assembly 
includes an expandable halo 104 formed of electrically con 
ducting Superelastic wires, that are capable of being elasti 
cally deformed as they are drawn down (by retracting push 
rods 106) to the compact configuration shown in FIG. 14A, 
but which elastically expand to an expanded configuration 
when they are pushed distally with respect to the shaft 122. An 
endoscope shaft may be inserted through shaft 122. Monopo 
lar or bipolar electrocautery current may be delivered to the 
wires of halo 104 to ablate tissue surfaces contacted by the 
wires. Halo 104 may be formed of two wires, in a substan 
tially oval shape, as shown in FIG. 14A or with four wires, in 
a more circular or diamond shape when expanded. A pin 110p 
or other electrical connector is provided for connection to an 
external power source to Supply current to the wires of halo 
104. One or more of pushrods 106 electrically connect the pin 
or other electrical connector 110p with the wires of halo 104. 
A coupler 110f couples the assembly 102 to the endoscope 
200 in the example shown in FIG. 14D. Stainless steel crimps 
108 connect the pushrods 106 to halo 104 and help to keep the 
profile of halo 104 reduced when retracted, while allowing 
expansion of halo 104 over balloon 124 when balloon 124 is 
expanded. Pushrods 106 retract to different retracted loca 
tions along cannula 122 so that one end of halo 104 is located 
more proximally than an opposite end as this facilitates reduc 
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ing the overall diameter of the retracted halo 104. In the 
deployed configuration however, pushrod 106 move the loca 
tions where they are connected to halo 104 all to substantially 
the same axial location relative to cannula 122, which facili 
tates expanding halo 104. Balloon 124 is in fluid communi 
cation with a source of pressurized fluid (e.g., Saline) which 
can be inputted to greatly expand the size of the balloon to 
provide a viewing space into which the distal tip of the endo 
Scope is inserted for viewing in an internal chamber of an 
organ, tissue or other structure having an internal chamber. 
Balloon 124 is typically made of an elastomer, Such as sili 
cone or latex, for example, and may be formed as what is 
sometimes referred to in the art as a balloon tip trocar (BTT). 
In at least one embodiment the wires of halo are made form 
Nitinol wire of about 0.012" diameter pre-shaped to form an 
encircling configuration when not under elastic compression. 
Superelastic wires having a diameter in a range of about 12 
mm to about 25 mm are typically useable. 
I0127 Pushrods 106 are connected proximally to an actua 
tor 110 that is slidable over shaft 122 to either retract halo 104 
when actuator is retracted proximally along shaft 122, or to 
extend and expand halo 104 when actuator is pushed distally 
with respect to shaft 122. In FIG. 14A, halos 104 is shown 
retracted, with actuator 110 in the retracted position relative 
to shaft 122, and balloon 124 is in a non-inflated state. 
I0128. When balloon 124 is inflated and pressed up against 
a structure in an internal cavity, this Substantially displaces 
blood or other fluid that may have been surrounding that 
structure and enables viewing of the structure via the distal tip 
of the endoscope residing in the inflated balloon. 
I0129 FIG. 14B shows the distal end portion of assembly 
100 where balloon 124 has been inflated/expanded, e.g. with 
saline and halo 104 is then extended over balloon 104 and 
positioned against a distal surface of balloon 124. Balloon 
124 may be inflated by infusion through the inlet of conduit 
124c (FIG. 14D) that provides fluid communication between 
a proximal end portion of the instrument and the balloon 124. 
For example, for a balloon that is provided over the end of a 
cannula 122 having an outside diameter of about 5 mm to 
about 7 mm, balloon 124 can be expanded up to at least about 
30 nm in diameter, thus allowing a relatively large area of 
anatomy to be viewed at once. Because of the expansion of 
the superelastic wires in halo 104 and the compliance of 
balloon 124, halo 104 can be slid over the balloon 124 in the 
expanded configuration shown. Alternatively, halo 104 can be 
expanded first and thenballoon 124 can be inflated to result in 
the same configuration shown in FIG. 14B. However, balloon 
124 is typically inflated first, as the inflated balloon is used to 
first inspect the Surgical site and locate a target area to be 
ablated. Then halo 104 is deployed over balloon 124 to the 
configuration shown in FIG. 14B and the halo can then be 
accurately positioned on the location to be ablated, since the 
Surgeon can now view the target tissue as well as the halo 104 
through balloon 124 and the endoscope. 
I0130 FIGS. 14A and 14B show an example of a halo 
apparatus in which halo 104 is formed from two wires. FIG. 
14C shows a distal end view of FIG. 14C, showing the sub 
stantially oval shape formed by halo 104 in the expanded 
configuration against the distal Surface of balloon 124. 
I0131. As noted, shaft 122 may be provided as a cannula 
into which the shaft of an endoscope 200 can be inserted to 
provide a viewing and ablation instrument. FIG. 14D shows 
balloon in a non-inflated, non-expanded or deflated configu 
ration with halo 104 deployed in the extended and expanded 
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configuration. Endoscope 200 (5 mm Scholly Model 259008 
0°/WA, in the embodiment shown) is inserted into shaft (can 
nula) 122 to place the distal tip of endoscope 200 within 
balloon 124. Endoscope 200 may be connected to cannula 
122 by threading at proximal portions thereof, or by bayonet 
connector, or other mechanical connector. 
0132 Pushrods 106 interconnect halo 104 and actuator 
110 which is slidable over shaft 122. An extension 110e of 
actuator 110 is provided to allow manipulating from a loca 
tion proximal of the assembly 100, typically in the vicinity of 
the proximal end portion of endoscope 200. In at least one 
embodiment, the wires forming halo 104 have a diameter of 
about 0.014" and are formed of Nitinol (nickel-titanium 
alloy) and pushrods 106 are stainless steel and have a diam 
eter of about 0.037". Crimps 108 may be coated with white 
heat shrink tubing 108s and pushrods 106 may be coated with 
heat shrink tubing 106s (clear, in the example of FIG. 14D) 
which, in one particular embodiment, increases the overall 
diameter of pushrods 106 from about 0.037" to about 0.047". 
In other embodiments, pushrods having Smaller outside 
diameters are used. 

0.133 FIGS. 15A-15B illustrate a halo assembly wherein 
halo 104 is formed from four superelastic wires. FIG. 15B is 
an illustration of a distal end view of halo 104 showing the 
Substantially diamond-shaped or quadrilateral configuration 
of halo 104 and connection points 104c where pushrods 106 
connect via crimps 108. FIG. 15C shows a portion of assem 
bly 100 having a four-wire halo 104 and in which actuator 110 
has been incorporated into a halo cover 110c. In one specific 
embodiment, halo cover has an outside diameter of about 
0.375". 

0134 FIG. 15D illustrates assembly 100 having a four 
wire halo 104 with halo 104 shown in the deployed position 
and expanded configuration, while balloon 124 is deflated, in 
a non-expanded configuration. FIG. 15E shows the assembly 
of FIG. 15D with halo 104 in a retracted position and com 
pressed configuration, and wherein balloon 124 has been 
inflated/expanded. FIG. 15F shows the halo 104 beginning to 
be deployed over the expanded/inflated balloon 124 by 
manipulating actuator 110.110e, Such as by pushing on the 
actuator extension 110e to drive actuator 110, pushrods 106 
and halo 104 distally relative to balloon 124, and whereinhalo 
104 begins to expand as it is distally driven. FIG. 15G shows 
halo 104 fully deployed over the inflated balloon 124 so that 
it resides against the distal surface of the inflated balloon 124. 
FIG. 15H shows the substantially expanded configuration of 
halo 104 at the distal surface of balloon 124, in a distal end 
view of the balloon 124 and halo 104 in the configuration 
shown in FIG. 15G. It can be observed that the halo configu 
ration is much closer to a circular configuration that that 
shown in FIG. 15B and is substantially square. 
0135 FIG. 16 illustrates a distal end portion of an assem 
bly 300 configured to form a linear lesion while directly 
viewing the tissue in which the lesion is being formed. Similar 
to assembly 100, assembly 300 includes a cannula 122 having 
an inflatable balloon mounted over the distal end thereof. 
Cannula 122 is configured and dimensioned to receive the 
shaft of endoscope 200 so that the distal tip of endoscope 200 
can be positioned at the opening or within balloon 124 for 
visualization through the balloon. FIG. 16 shows balloon in 
an inflated (expanded) configuration. A conduit 306 extends 
through cannula 122 and is in fluid communication with 
balloon 124 and configured to be connected in fluid commu 
nication with an inflation Source (e.g., pressurized saline, or 
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other suitable fluid) proximal of the assembly 300. An elec 
trical connector (e.g., wire) 304 extends from ablation ele 
ment 302 out of the proximal end portion of cannula 122 to be 
connected to a power Source for Supplying power to the abla 
tion element 302 to perform ablation. For example, ablation 
element 302 may be a monopolar or dipolar conductive ele 
ment that cauterizes contacted tissue when power is Supplied 
thereto. Alternatively, other types of ablation energy, may be 
used. Such as, but not limited to: radio frequency (RF) energy, 
microwave energy, cryogenic, laser, etc. or chemical Sub 
stance. Connector 304 may extend parallel to conduit 206 or 
through conduit 306, for example. 
0.136. Ablation element comprises a metallic tip 302 
mounted to a distal surface of balloon 124, preferably cen 
trally mounted on the distal Surface, although other locations 
may be chosen for mounting on the distal Surface. Upon 
insertion of endoscope 200 into assembly 300 and then inser 
tion of this instrument through a minimally invasive opening 
(such as provided via installation of one of the port devices 10 
described herein, for example), balloon 124 can then be 
inflated, as shown, and then the instrument can be manipu 
lated to slide the distal surface of the inflated balloon 124 
alonganatomical structures in the space into which the instru 
ment was inserted. For example, in the case where the instru 
ment is inserted through the left atrial appendage, and one or 
more encircling lesions have been performed around pulmo 
nary vein ostia (such as by using a device of the types 
described in FIGS. 14A-15H, for example), the inflated bal 
loon 124 and endoscope 200 can be manipulated to visualize 
the pulmonary ostia, the encircling lesion(s) and the mitral 
annulus. Once the surgeon has familiarized himself/herself 
with these locations, a linear lesion can be ablated to connect 
the encircling lesion(s) with the mitral annulus, by applying 
energy to ablation element 302 and dragging the ablation 
element from the encircling lesion(s) to the mitral annulus or 
Vice versa, while viewing the ablation procedure, including 
the element 302 applying energy to the target tissue, through 
balloon 124 and endoscope 200. 
0.137 A similar procedure can be performed using an 
instrument comprising an endoscope 200 inserted into an 
assembly 100 to form one or more encircling lesions around 
the pulmonary veins. In this procedure, identification and 
viewing of the location of the pulmonary veins can be con 
ducted with balloon 124 inflated and halo 104 still in the 
retracted position and configuration. Once the Surgeon has 
familiarized himself/herself with these locations, one or more 
encircling lesions can be ablated around the pulmonary veins 
by first deploying the halo to the deployed and expanded 
configuration on the distal Surface of the expanded balloon 
124, positioning the balloon against the target tissue so that 
the halo (as visualized through the balloon 124 and endo 
scope 2000 encircles the pulmonary ostia to be ablated 
around, and applying energy to halo 104 to create an encir 
cling lesion, while viewing the ablation procedure, including 
the halo 104 applying energy to the target tissue, through 
balloon 124 and endoscope200. It is further noted, that during 
sliding movements of the expanded balloon 124 against the 
tissue surface, balloon 124 can tend to deform somewhat due 
to the forces of the friction between the balloon and the tissue 
during sliding movements and the compliant nature of the 
balloon material. When halo 104 is deployed over the balloon 
124 as described above, the structure of the halo 104 helps to 
rigidify the balloon structure somewhat during these move 
ments, thereby reducing the amount of balloon lag and time 
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that it takes for the balloon to become axially aligned with the 
cannula 122 after a sliding movement. 
0138 FIG. 17 illustrates an assembly 400 that combines 
the linear ablation capabilities of assembly 300 with the encir 
clinglesion forming capabilities of halo 104 in assembly 100. 
In this case, ablation element 302 and halo 104 are indepen 
dently connectable to one or external energy sources and are 
independently controllable, so that ablation energy can be 
applied though element 302 without applying ablation energy 
to halo 104, and vice versa. Accordingly, using an instrument 
formed by inserting an endoscope 200 into assembly 400, one 
or more encircling lesions can be formed around the pulmo 
nary veins in a manner as described above. Then, by either 
retracting halo 104 or leaving it in the deployed configuration, 
expanded balloon 124 can be manipulated to locate and visu 
alize the target location for forming a linear ablation lesion, 
Such as to connect the encircling lesion(s) with the mitral 
annulus, for example, and energy can be applied through 
ablation element 302 while dragging it and visualizing the 
lesion formation in a manner as described above. Since the 
balloon 124 is filled with saline, this acts to protect the bal 
loon material from damage by the ablation element 302 and/ 
or halo 104 as ablation energies are delivered therethrough to 
ablate the target tissues that the halo 104 or ablation element 
302andballoon 124 are contacted against during the ablation. 
0139 FIG. 18 illustrates steps that may be carried out 
during a minimally invasive procedure using one or more of 
the devices and/or instruments described herein. At step 602, 
after prepping a patient for Surgery, a minimally invasive 
opening is made in the patient, through the skin, in a location 
determined to best provide access to the organ, vessel or 
tissue in which a Surgical procedure is to be conducted. 
Examples of Such an opening include, but are not limited to, 
a thoracotomy, a mini-thoracotomy, establishment of a per 
cutaneous port to the thoracic or abdominal cavity, or a per 
cutaneous puncture at any location through the skin providing 
an access route to the target site. 
0140. At step 604, a hemostatically sealed port is estab 
lished through the wall of an organ, Vessel or tissue having an 
inner, fluid containing chamber (referred to as the target tis 
Sue), inside which a Surgical procedure is to be conducted. 
Examples of target tissues (organ, Vessel or other tissue) in 
which a hemostatically sealed port device may be installed 
through a wall thereof were described above. In one embodi 
ment, a port device is installed through the wall of a left atrial 
appendage. In another embodiment, a port device 10 is 
installed though a wall of the heart at or near the apex of the 
heart to provide access to the left ventricle chamber. The 
hemostatically sealed is port is installed/established solely by 
minimally invasive techniques, wherein a port device 10 and 
any tools used to install the port device 10 are advanced to the 
target tissue through a minimally invasive opening in the 
patient. Many of the port devices 10 described herein have a 
cannula having Sufficient length to extend out of the opening 
through the skin of the patient (and thus outside of the patient) 
even when the hemostatic seal is made to establish the port 
through the target organ, vessel or other tissue. Once the 
hemostatic port 10 has been successfully installed, at least 
one tool, instrument and or device are passed through the port 
and into the internal chamber to conduct at least one step of a 
surgical procedure, see step 606. Many different surgical 
procedures are possible, including those practiced by current 
endoscopic methods. In one example, atrial ablation is per 
formed in any of the manners described above. In another 
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example, heart Valve Surgery is conducted, and/or a heart 
valve prosthesis having already been implanted is directly 
visually inspected. After completion of the at least one Surgi 
cal procedure step, the port is cleared of all tools, instrument 
and devices and the opening through the wall of the target 
tissue is closed, step 608. After this, closure of the patient is 
completed, including closing the opening through the skin, 
step 610. 
0141 FIG. 19 illustrates an endoscopic trocar assembly 
500 configured to receive an endoscope 200 therein for use as 
an instrument to visualize piercing through a tissue wall 1 and 
gaining access to an interior chamber located inside the tissue 
wall 1. In one particular embodiment the instrument compris 
ing the trocar assembly 500 with endoscope 200 inserted 
therein, as illustrated in FIG. 19, is used to gain entry into the 
left ventricle by piercing the tissue wall of the heart near the 
apex. It is noted that this instrument is not limited to this use, 
but can be used in similar manner to gain access and visualize 
the process of gaining access as the sharp distal tip of the 
instrument pierces through the tissue wall 1 of any of the 
organs, vessels, or tissues described above. 
0142. The endoscopic trocar assembly 500 includes a rigid 
trocar sleeve 502 typically having an outside diameter of 
about 5 mm to about 10 mm and in which a hemostatic valve 
504 is provided in the annular space thereof, at a proximal end 
portion thereof. Optionally, the distal portion may be pro 
vided with expandable members 14a and 14b, shown in phan 
tom lines in FIGS. 19 and 20A, in the expanded configura 
tions in both views. The obturator inside the trocar 502 is 
formed by endoscope 200 having a distal, transparent tip 
covering the distal end 202 of the endoscope 200. Distal tip 
506 is sharp at the distal end thereof and may form a pointed 
tip. For example, distal tip 506 ma, be conically tapering 
down to a sharp point 506p. The proximal end of trocar 502 
functions as a stop when contacted by stop member 204 on 
endoscope 200 when endoscope 200 has been fully inserted 
into trocar 502. Tip 506 has an outside diameter smaller than 
the inside diameter of trocar 502 so that it is readily slidable 
through the trocar, and the majority of tip 506 extends distally 
of the distal end 502d of trocar 502 when endoscope 200 is 
fully inserted into trocar 502. Likewise, the distal end 202 of 
endoscope 200 extends distally of the distal end 502d of 
trocar 502 in this configuration. The sharp, transparent distal 
tip 506 is attached to the distal end 202 of endoscope 200 such 
as by mating threads 506t, 202t, or other mechanical connec 
tion members, in any case, forming a fluid tight seal against 
the endoscope 200. 
0.143 FIG. 20A illustrates use of the instrument compris 
ing the endoscopic trocar assembly 500 and endoscope 200 to 
advance through the myocardium of the heart 2 at a location 
near the apex 6 of the heart to access the left ventricle 7. 
Following the creation of an opening through the skin of the 
patient (e.g., Such as in a manner described with regard to step 
602 above, for example) and a pathway to the vicinity of the 
apex 6 of the heart 2, the instrument is delivered through the 
minimally invasive opening, aligned with a location near the 
apex 6 and driven into the myocardium to pierce the myocar 
dial tissue wall with sharp tip 506. Visualization of the pierc 
ing of tip 506 through the myocardial wall can be accom 
plished through endoscope 200 and clear tip 506. Upon 
visualization of blood via this visualization technique, this is 
confirmation that the myocardium has been pierced through 
and the endoscopic obturator (i.e., endoscope 200 and tip 
506) is removed from trocar 502, leaving trocar 502 in place 
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through the myocardial wall and into the ventricle 7, as illus 
trated in FIG. 20B. In the optional embodiment, where 
expandable members 14a and 14b are employed, these 
expandable members are provided in a compressed, compact 
configuration close to the trocar 502 as the trocar is inserted. 
Expandable member 14a may then be expanded/inflated and 
the trocar 502 can be retracted to pull expanded expandable 
member 14a into contact with the internal myocardial wall of 
the left ventricle near the apex. Expandable member 14b can 
then be expanded/inflated to form a hemostatic seal of the 
entry into the Ventricle, together with expanded, expandable 
member 14a, as illustrated in FIG. 20A. Endoscope 200 may 
be withdrawn formtrocar 502 either before or after expansion 
of the expandable members. Whether or not expandable 
members 14a. 14b are used, instruments, tools and/or devices 
may then be introduced through trocar 502, with hemostatic 
valve 504 forming a hemostatic seal, substantially preventing 
outflow of blood/fluids from the ventricle. Instruments that 
can be inserted and used include, but are not limited to endo 
scopic balloon cannulae each having an operating channel 
through which Surgical procedures can be performed on the 
endocardial Surface and on the cardiac valves. 

0144. Following performance of an endocardial proce 
dure, a seal 508 is introduced to close the tract formed by the 
endoscopic trocar 502. FIG. 21A illustrates seals08. Seal S08 
may be constructed of a sheet of prosthetic graft material, e.g., 
woven polyester or Dacron, and is attached to a suture 510 
that may be nylon or polypropylene, for example. Suture 510 
runs through the lumen of an inner tube 512 that is rigid and 
may have an outside diameter of about 1 mm to about 2 mm, 
for example. Inner tube 512 extends through an outer sleeve 
514 having an outer diameter sized to form a slip fit inside 
endoscopic trocar cannula 502. The length of outer sleeve 514 
is slightly longer than trocar 502 so that the distal end 5.14d 
extends slightly distally of the distal end 502d of trocar 502, 
when sleeve 514 is fully inserted into trocar 502 as illustrated 
in FIG. 20O. Sleeve 514 includes a stop 5.14s that abuts 
against the proximal end of trocar 502 when sleeve 514 has 
been fully inserted into trocar 502. 
0145 The length of inner tube 512 is selected so that when 
inner tube 512 is fully inserted into outer sleeve 514 (i.e., 
when stop 512s abuts stop 514 as shown in FIGS. 21C and 
20E), the distal end 512d extends distally from distal end 
5.14d by a distance that is greater than the thickness of the 
myocardium. Typically, this length should be selected so that 
seal 508 extends a distance 516 of about 6 cm distally of distal 
end 5.14d when inner tube 512 is fully inserted in sleeve 514 
and seal 508 extends distally from, but contacts distal end 
512d. A hemostatic valve or seal 518 in the proximal end 
portion of outer sleeve 514 allows inner tube 512 to slide with 
respect thereto while maintaining a fluid tight seal, and a 
hemostatic valve or seal 520 in the proximal end portion of 
inner tube 514 allows suture 510 to slide relative to inner tube 
512 while maintaining a fluid tight seal (see FIG. 21B). 
0146 The inner tube 512 and suture 510 can be retracted 
relative to sleeve 514 to pull the seal into sleeve 514, as 
illustrated in FIG. 21B. In use, the sealing assembly is 
inserted into trocar 502 with the seal (or membrane seal) 508 
in the retracted position, as shown in FIG.20C. The inner tube 
512 is next distally advanced by a predetermined distance 
(which can be indicated by an optionally placed mark on the 
outside of the inner tube 512 at a proximal portion thereof 
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extending proximally from sleeve 514 to push seal 508 out of 
outer sleeve 514 and into the ventricle, as illustrated in FIG. 
2OD. 

0147 While holding inner tube 512 stationary relative to 
the heart 2, trocar 502 and outer sleeve 514 are next retracted 
proximally back to a position where stop 514s abuts stop 512S 
as shown in FIG. 20E, leaving only inner tube 512 inside the 
tract 9 vacated by trocar sleeve 502. This permits the tract 9 to 
shrink down to the size (inside diameter) about equal to the 
outside diameter of inner tube 512, thereby ensuring that seal 
8 stays inside the ventricle 7 and is not pulled out through the 
trocar sleeve 502 or through a large diameter tract through the 
myocardium. After allowing the tract 9 to shrink down around 
inner tube 512, inner tube 512 is pulled out of tract 9 and out 
of the body (trocar 502 and sleeve 514 are also removed from 
the body, either at the same time as removal of inner tube 512 
or just prior thereto), leaving seal 8 inside the ventricle 7 
tethered to suture 510 which extends out of the body. A 
vascular clip 520 is placed on the outside wall of the ventricle 
7 opposite seal 508 which is drawn against the inside surface 
of the wall of the ventricle 7 as shown in FIG. 20F. Vascular 
clip may be advanced over Suture 510 using an endoscopic 
clip applier advanced through the working channel 602 of an 
endoscopic visualization cannula 600 (e.g., FlexView from 
Boston Scientific Cardiac Surgery, Santa Clara, Calif.). Alter 
natively, a sliding Suture loop 622 inside a knot pusher tube 
620 (similar to an Endoloop from Tyco Autosuture Corp., or 
the like) may be placed through the working channel 602 of 
endoscopic visualization channel 600, advanced over suture 
510, cinched down on the outside wall of the ventricle 7 
opposite seal 508, which is drawn against the insider surface 
of the wall of ventricle 7, see FIG. 20G. The tails of suture 510 
and sliding suture loop 622 can be cut off with endoscopic 
shears under visualization through use of endoscopic visual 
ization cannula 600. Vascular clip 520 or cinched suture loop 
622 thus maintains seal 508 compressed against the inner 
surface of the myocardial wall, thereby covering the tract 9. 
with seal 508 anchored in place to provide hemostasis to the 
ventricular tract 9. 

0148 Alternative to the use of a sheet of prosthetic graft 
material to form seal 508, seal 508 may be provided as a 
collagen plug that is installed to close and seal the tract 
formed by the endoscopic trocar 502. These embodiments of 
seal 508 can be placed in the same manner as described above 
with regard to placement of the seal made from a sheet of 
prosthetic graft material. However, rather than forming a seal 
over the inside wall surface of the wall in which the opening 
has been formed and which is being sealed off, these embodi 
ments of seal are pulled at least partially into the opening (in 
a direction from the inside wall surface toward the outside 
wall surface) to wedge within the wall (myocardial wall or 
other wall having been pierced) in order to seal the opening. 
In the case of a trans-apical procedure on the heart, this 
provides post procedure hemostasis. 
014.9 The collagen material from which seal 508 is made 
in these embodiments induced fibrotic growth into seal 508 
and seal 508 also bio-absorbs over time, leaving a permanent 
tissue seal. FIG. 22A illustrates a conical or wedge-shaped 
seal 508 comprising collagen, as connected by suture 510 
which passes through inner tube 512. For simplicity of illus 
tration, outer sleeve 514 has not been shown in FIG.22A, but 
would be used during installation of seal 508, as noted. FIG. 
22B illustrates a spherical or ball-shaped seal 508 comprising 
collagen, as connected by Suture 510 which passes through 
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inner tube 512. For simplicity of illustration, outer sleeve 514 
has not been shown in FIG. 22B, but would be used during 
installation of seal 508, as noted. 
0150 FIG. 23A illustrates a conical or wedge-shaped seal 
508 having been wedged into the opening in the myocardial 
wall to seal the opening. Alternatively, the seal 508 may be 
bullet-shaped and inserted in the same way. FIG. 23B illus 
trates a spherical or ball-shaped seal 508 inserted into the tract 
in the myocardial wall to seal the same. In these embodi 
ments, suture or tether 510 may be made of a bioabsorbable 
material, so that the suture 510 bio-absorbs as well as the seal 
508, thereby leaving a completely natural seal. These 
embodiments may be anchored in any of the same ways 
described above with the regard to the seals 508 made from a 
sheet of graft material. In the examples shown in FIGS. 23A 
and 23B, clip. 521 has been anchored to suture 510 against the 
external surface of the myocardium, to prevent seal 508 from 
migrating out of the tract and into the left ventricle. 
0151. The present invention includes a port device for 
establishing a hemostatically sealed port through an opening 
in a tissue wall wherein an inside surface of the tissue wall 
interfaces with a fluid containing chamber, the device includ 
ing: a cannula configured to be inserted through the opening 
in the tissue wall; and a first feature configured to impart an 
axial force on the tissue wall in a direction away from the fluid 
containing chamber, wherein axial force on the tissue wall 
forms a hemostatic Seal Substantially preventing fluid from 
escaping through the opening between said cannula and the 
opening. 
0152. In at least one embodiment, a second feature is 
configured to impart an axial force on the tissue wall in a 
direction opposing the axial force imparted by the first fea 
ture, wherein the tissue wall is axially compressed to form the 
hemostatic Seal. 

0153. In at least one embodiment, the first feature com 
prises an expandable member configured to assume a col 
lapsed configuration with a relatively smaller diameter, and 
an expanded configuration with a relatively larger diameter, 
wherein the expandable member expands radially away from 
the cannula upon expanding. 
0154. In at least one embodiment, the first feature com 
prises a first expandable member configured to assume a 
collapsed configuration with a relatively smaller diameter, 
and an expanded configuration with a relatively larger diam 
eter, wherein the expandable member expands radially away 
from the cannula upon expanding, and wherein the second 
feature comprises a second expandable member configured to 
assume a collapsed configuration with a relatively smaller 
diameter, and an expanded configuration with a relatively 
larger diameter, wherein the second expandable member 
expands radially away from the cannula upon expanding; and 
wherein the first expandable member is located around a 
distal end portion of the cannula and the second expandable 
member is located proximally adjacent the first expandable 
member Such that expansion of the first and second expand 
able members when positioned on opposite sides of the tissue 
wall axially compresses the tissue wall. 
O155 In at least one embodiment, the first and second 
expandable members comprise first and second balloons. 
0156 
O157. In at least one embodiment, the first and second 
balloons are interconnected by a thin, flexible tubular sheath, 

In at least one embodiment the cannula is rigid. 
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and the cannula is insertable though central openings formed 
in the first and second balloons and through the tubular 
sheath. 
0158. In at least one embodiment, the first and second 
features comprise elastomeric foam, wherein the first and 
second features are extendable along the cannula in a first 
configuration having a relatively smaller diameter and 
wherein the first and second features are configurable to a 
second, expanded configuration wherein each of the first and 
second features assume a relatively larger diameter, wherein 
the first and second features expand radially away from the 
cannula. 
0159. In at least one embodiment, at least one actuator is 
provided for axially compressing the first and second features 
to move from the first configuration to the second, expanded 
configuration. 
(0160. In at least one embodiment, the first feature is 
located around a distal end portion of the cannula and the 
second feature is located proximally adjacent the first feature 
Such that expansion of the first and second features when 
positioned on opposite sides of the tissue wall axially com 
presses the tissue wall. 
0.161. In at least one embodiment, a closure assembly, 
configured to close the opening after removal of the cannula, 
is provided. 
0162. In at least one embodiment, the closure assembly 
comprises a double-ended wire having barbs at both ends and 
configured to be delivered through the cannula, the barbs 
being drivable though the tissue wall in a direction from the 
inside Surface to the outside Surface. 
0163. In at least one embodiment, a locking ring is slidable 
into detents provided on the wire of the closure assembly to 
maintain the barbs in a configuration holding tissue edges 
around the opening in a closed, everted orientation. 
0164. In at least one embodiment, a pusher element is 
attachable to the wire and has a length greater thana length of 
the cannula, and the pusher element is sufficiently rigid to 
push the wire through the cannula. 
0.165. In at least one embodiment, a seal member extend 
ing over the cannula and Surrounds the first feature. 
(0166 In at least one embodiment, the first feature com 
prises screw threading on a distal end portion of the cannula, 
and the second feature comprises an expandable member 
configured to assume a collapsed configuration with a rela 
tively smaller diameter, and an expanded configuration with a 
relatively larger diameter, wherein the second expandable 
member expands radially away from the cannula upon 
expanding. 
0167. An assembly for establishing a hemostatically 
sealed port through an opening in a tissue wall is provided, 
wherein an inside surface of the tissue wall interfaces with a 
fluid containing chamber, and the assembly comprises: a port 
device including a cannula having a biocompatible material 
on a distal end portion thereof that fuses or adheres to the 
tissue wall at the perimeter of the opening when heated; and 
a trocar having a sharp distal tip heatable to a temperature to 
at least partially melt tissue of the tissue wall as it is advanced 
therethrough, wherein the trocar is slidable through the can 
nula. 
0168 An assembly for establishing a hemostatically 
sealed port through an opening in a tissue wall is provided, 
wherein an inside surface of the tissue wall interfaces with a 
fluid containing chamber, and the assembly comprises: a port 
device including a cannula configured to be inserted through 
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the opening in the tissue wall and a first feature configured to 
impart an axial force on the tissue wall in a direction away 
from the fluid containing chamber, wherein axial force on the 
tissue wall forms a hemostatic seal Substantially preventing 
fluid from escaping through the opening between the cannula 
and the opening; and a dilator insertable through the cannula 
and having a sharp distal tip, wherein the sharp tip of the 
dilator is adapted to form the opening through the tissue and 
wherein the dilator dilates the opening formed by the sharp tip 
and the cannula is advanced through the dilated opening 
together with the dilator. 
0169. In at least one embodiment, the dilator is removably 
attachable within the cannula. 
0170 In at least one embodiment, the port device further 
comprises a second feature configured to impart an axial 
force on the tissue wall in a direction opposing the axial force 
imparted by the first feature, wherein the tissue wall is axially 
compressed to form the hemostatic Seal. 
0171 In at least one embodiment, the first feature com 
prises a first expandable member configured to assume a 
collapsed configuration with a relatively smaller diameter, 
and an expanded configuration with a relatively larger diam 
eter, wherein the expandable member expands radially away 
from the cannula upon expanding; wherein the second feature 
comprises a second expandable member configured to 
assume a collapsed configuration with a relatively smaller 
diameter, and an expanded configuration with a relatively 
larger diameter, wherein the second expandable member 
expands radially away from the cannula upon expanding; and 
wherein the first expandable member is located around a 
distal end portion of the cannula and the second expandable 
member is located proximally adjacent the first expandable 
member Such that expansion of the first and second expand 
able members when positioned on opposite sides of the tissue 
wall axially compresses the tissue wall. 
0172. In at least one embodiment, the first and second 
expandable members comprise first and second balloons. 
0173 An assembly for establishing a hemostatically 
sealed port through an opening in a tissue wall is provided, 
wherein an inside surface of the tissue wall interfaces with a 
fluid containing chamber, and the assembly comprises: a port 
device including first and second annularly shaped balloons 
interconnected by a thin, flexible tubular sheath; and an 
inserter having a sharp distal tip for creating the opening 
through the tissue wall; wherein the first and second balloons 
and the tubular sheath are wrappable around the introducer to 
provide a first compact configuration having a reduced cross 
sectional area, and wherein, upon creating the opening with 
the distal tip and inserting a distal end portion of the intro 
ducer and the first balloon through the tissue wall, the first and 
second balloons are inflatable to expand to a second, 
expanded configuration that unwraps the first and second 
balloons and the sheath, and wherein the first and second 
balloons axially compress the tissue wall. 
0174. In at least one embodiment, a cannula is insertable 
through the second balloon, the tubular sheath and the first 
balloon in the second, expanded configuration. 
0.175. In at least one embodiment the cannula is rigid. 
0176 An assembly for establishing a hemostatically 
sealed port through an opening in a tissue wall is provided, 
wherein an inside surface of the tissue wall interfaces with a 
fluid containing chamber, and the assembly comprises: a port 
device including a first expandable portion and a second 
expandable portion; a rigid cannula; and an introducer having 
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a sharp distal tip for creating the opening through the tissue 
wall; wherein the first expandable portion is placed in a com 
pact configuration over a distal end portion of the introducer 
and the second expandable portion is placed in a compact 
configuration over a distal end portion of the cannula; and 
wherein, upon creating the opening with the distal tip and 
inserting the distal end portion of the introducer and the first 
expandable portion through the tissue wall, the first and sec 
ond expandable portions are expanded to a second, radially 
expanded configuration wherein the first and second expand 
able portions axially compress the tissue wall. 
0177. In at least one embodiment, the introducer is 
removed after the expansion of the expandable portions, leav 
ing the port device forming a hemostatically sealed port 
through the tissue wall. 
0.178 A port device for establishing a hemostatically 
sealed port through an opening in a tissue wall is provided, 
wherein an inside surface of the tissue wall interfaces with a 
fluid containing chamber, and the device comprises: a first 
feature configured to impart an axial force on the tissue wall 
in a direction away from the fluid containing chamber; and a 
second feature configured to impart an axial force on the 
tissue wall in a direction opposing the axial force imparted by 
the first feature, wherein the tissue wall is axially compressed 
to form the hemostatic seal. 
0179. In at least one embodiment, the first feature com 
prises a resilient, self-expanding ring. 
0180. In at least one embodiment, the ring comprises a 
Superelastic material. 
0181. In at least one embodiment, the second feature com 
prises a plurality of flexible arms attached to the first feature 
and adapted to extend through the opening. 
0182. In at least one embodiment, the flexible arms each 
comprise an attachment feature adapted to attach the flexible 
arms, respectively to an outer Surface of the tissue wall. 
0183. In at least one embodiment, the attachment features 
comprise adhesive. 
0184. In at least one embodiment, a thin film extends 
across the ring and forms a seal therewith. 
0185. In at least one embodiment, the film comprises a slit 
therethrough. 
0186. A closure device for closing an opening in a tissue 
wall is provided, wherein an inside surface of the tissue wall 
interfaces with a fluid containing chamber, and the device is 
deliverable through a cannula and closure is performed as a 
minimally invasive procedure. The device includes a double 
ended wire having barbs at both ends and configured to be 
delivered through the cannula, the barbs being drivable 
though the tissue wall in a direction from the inside surface to 
the outside Surface; and a locking ring slidable into detents 
provided on the wire to maintain the barbs in a configuration 
holding tissue edges around the opening in a closed, everted 
orientation. 
0187. In at least one embodiment, a pusher element is 
attachable to the wire and has a length greater thana length of 
the cannula, and the pusher element is sufficiently rigid to 
push the wire through the cannula. 
0188 A port device for establishing a hemostatically 
sealed port through an opening in a tissue wall is provided, 
wherein an inside surface of the tissue wall interfaces with a 
fluid containing chamber, and the device comprises: first and 
second rollers extending Substantially parallel to one another 
and mechanically linked to allow separation thereof to 
increase a space therebetween and movement together to 
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reduce the space; and at least one scallop provided in each 
roller, wherein the rollers are rotatable to align the scallops to 
form an opening aligned with the opening in the tissue wall, 
and wherein the rollers are further rotatable to align cylindri 
cal surfaces thereofwith each other to close the opening in the 
tissue wall and form a hemostatic seal. 

0189 In at least one embodiment, the rollers are resiliently 
biased toward one another. 

0190. A port device for establishing a hemostatically 
sealed port through an opening in a tissue wall is provided, 
wherein an inside surface of the tissue wall interfaces with a 
fluid containing chamber, and the device comprises: a can 
nula having a closable distal end portion, the distal end por 
tion comprising a plurality of spring-biased clamshell doors 
openable to allow an instrument to be passed therethrough, 
the clamshell doors being spring-biased to a closed configu 
ration. 

0191 In at least one embodiment, the distal end portion is 
bullet-shaped when the clamshell doors are in the closed 
configuration. 
0.192 A port device for establishing a hemostatically 
sealed port through an opening in a tissue wall is provided, 
wherein an inside surface of the tissue wall interfaces with a 
fluid containing chamber, and the device comprises: a plug 
having a central annulus extending therethrough along alon 
gitudinal axis of the plug; a channel formed circumferentially 
in and around an external portion of the plug and compression 
members configured to compress the plug to expand the chan 
nel into contact with walledges of an opening through a tissue 
wall. 
0193 An assembly usable in performing minimally-inva 
sive ablation procedures is provided that includes: an elon 
gated shaft; a balloon fitted over a distal end of the elongated 
shaft, the balloon being configured to assumed a deflated 
configuration, as well as an inflated configuration wherein the 
balloon has an outside diameter greater than an outside diam 
eter of the balloon in the deflated configuration; and a halo 
comprising wires configured to be positioned proximal of the 
balloon in a retracted configuration and movable to a position 
distal of the balloon in an expanded configuration, wherein, 
when in the expanded configuration, the halo defines an area 
larger than a contracted area defined by the halo when in the 
retracted configuration. 
0194 In at least one embodiment, the halo is advanceable 
over the balloon when the balloon is in the inflated configu 
ration. 

0.195. In at least one embodiment, the halo comprises 
Superelastic wires that expand a configuration of the halo 
when moving from the retracted configuration to the 
expanded configuration. 
0196. In at least one embodiment, the superelastic wires 
slide over the balloon and the balloon deforms somewhat as 
the halo passes from the retracted configuration to deploy 
over the balloon to the expanded configuration. 
0197) In at least one embodiment, a plurality of push rods 
are connected to the halo, the push rods being axially slidable 
relative to the shaft to move the halo from the retracted con 
figuration position and the deployed, expanded configuration 
position and vice versa. 
0198 In at least one embodiment, an actuator is connected 
to proximal ends of the push rods, the actuator being slidable 
over the shaft. 
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0199. In at least one embodiment, the actuator comprises 
an extension extending proximally to a proximal end portion 
of the shaft. 

0200. In at least one embodiment, the halo is electrically 
connectable to a source of ablation energy proximal of the 
assembly. 
0201 In at least one embodiment, the halo is connectable 
to a source of ablation energy proximal of the assembly. 
0202 In at least one embodiment, a conduit connecting 
with the balloon extends proximally of a proximal end of the 
shaft, the conduit being connectable in fluid communication 
with a source of pressurized fluid. 
0203. In at least one embodiment, the shaft comprises a 
cannula, the cannula being configured and dimensioned to 
receive an endoscope shaft therein, with a distal tip of the 
endoscope being positionable within the balloon. 
0204. In at least one embodiment, the shaft comprises a 
shaft of an endoscope. 
0205. In at least one embodiment, the halo is formed of 
two wires and forms a substantially oval shape when in the 
expanded configuration. 
0206. In at least one embodiment, the halo forms an encir 
cling shape when in the expanded configuration. 
0207. In at least one embodiment, the halo is formed of 
four wires and forms a Substantially quadrilateral shape when 
in the expanded configuration. 
0208. An instrument usable in performing minimally-in 
vasive ablation procedures is provided that includes: an elon 
gated shaft; a balloon fitted over a distal end of the elongated 
shaft, the balloon being configured to assume a deflated con 
figuration, as well as an inflated configuration wherein the 
balloon has an outside diameter greater than an outside diam 
eter of the balloon in the deflated configuration; and a halo 
comprising wires configured to be positioned proximal of the 
balloon in a retracted configuration and movable to a position 
distal of the balloon in an expanded configuration, wherein, 
when in the expanded configuration, the halo defines an area 
larger than a contracted area defined by the halo when in the 
retracted configuration; and an endoscope having a distal tip 
thereof positioned adjacent to an opening of the balloon or 
within the balloon. 

0209. In at least one embodiment, the shaft comprises a 
shaft of the endoscope. 
0210. In at least one embodiment, the shaft comprises a 
cannula and wherein a shaft of the endoscope is received in 
the cannula. 

0211. In at least one embodiment, the halo is advanceable 
over the balloon when the balloon is in the inflated configu 
ration. 

0212. In at least one embodiment, the halo comprises 
Superelastic wires that expand a configuration of the halo 
when moving from the retracted configuration to the 
expanded configuration. 
0213. In at least one embodiment, the superelastic wires 
slide over the balloon and the balloon deforms somewhat as 
the halo passes from the retracted configuration to deploy 
over the balloon to the expanded configuration. 
0214. In at least one embodiment, a plurality of push rods 
are connected to the halo, the push rods being axially slidable 
relative to the shaft to move the halo from the retracted con 
figuration position and the deployed, expanded configuration 
position and vice versa. 
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0215. In at least one embodiment, an actuator is connected 
to proximal ends of the push rods, the actuator being slidable 
over the shaft. 
0216. In at least one embodiment, the actuator comprises 
an extension extending proximally to a proximal end portion 
of the endoscope. 
0217. In at least one embodiment, the halo is electrically 
connectable to a source of ablation energy proximal of the 
instrument. 
0218. In at least one embodiment, the halo is connectable 
to a source of ablation energy proximal of the instrument. 
0219. In at least one embodiment, a conduit connecting 
with the balloon extends proximally of a proximal endportion 
of the shaft, the conduit being connectable in fluid commu 
nication with a source of pressurized fluid. 
0220. In at least one embodiment, the halo is formed of 
two wires and forms a substantially oval shape when in the 
expanded configuration. 
0221. In at least one embodiment, the halo forms an encir 
cling shape when in the expanded configuration. 
0222. In at least one embodiment, the halo is formed of 
four wires and forms a Substantially quadrilateral shape when 
in the expanded configuration. 
0223. An instrument facilitating the making of an open 
ing, by endoscopic techniques, through a tissue wall is pro 
vided, wherein an inside surface of the tissue wall interfaces 
with a fluid containing chamber, while directly visualizing 
the making of the opening, the instrument comprising: a rigid 
trocar sleeve; and an endoscope slidable within the trocar 
sleeve and fitted with a transparent, sharp tip over a distal end 
of the endoscope, wherein the transparent, sharp tip is also 
slidable within the trocar. 
0224. In at least one embodiment, a stop is provided on a 
shaft of the endoscope, wherein, when the endoscope is 
inserted into the trocar sleeve to an extent where the stop abuts 
a proximal end of the trocar sleeve, the distal end of the 
endoscope and the transparent sharp tip are positioned dis 
tally adjacent a distal end of the trocar sleeve. 
0225. A sealing assembly for closing an opening, by endo 
scopic techniques, through a tissue wall is provided, wherein 
an inside surface of the tissue wall interfaces with a fluid 
containing chamber, and the assembly comprises: a seal; an 
inner tube; a Suture attached to the seal and extending through 
the inner tube, the suture have sufficient length to extend 
proximally of the inner tube when the seal is positioned 
distally of a distal end of the inner tube; and an outer sleeve 
configured to allow the inner tube to be advanced there 
through. 
0226. In at least one embodiment, the inner tube is rigid. 
0227. In at least one embodiment, the seal comprises 
woven polyester or Dacron. 
0228. In at least one embodiment, the seal has a surface 
area larger than an area of the opening to be closed. 
0229. In at least one embodiment, the suture comprises at 
least one of nylon and polypropylene. 
0230. In at least one embodiment, a trocar sleeve is pro 
vided, wherein the outer sleeve has an outside diameter sized 
to form a slip fit inside the trocar sleeve. 
0231. In at least one embodiment, the outer sleeve has a 
length greater than a length of the trocar sleeve. 
0232. In at least one embodiment the trocar sleeve is rigid. 
0233. In at least one embodiment, the inner tube has a 
length greater than a length of the outer sleeve. 
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0234. In at least one embodiment, the inner tube comprises 
a stop on a proximal end portion thereof, wherein when the 
inner tube is inserted into the outer sleeve to an extent where 
the stop abuts a proximal end of the outer sleeve, a distal end 
of the inner tube extends distally of a distal end of the outer 
sleeve by a predetermined distance that is greater than a 
thickness of the tissue wall. 
0235. In at least one embodiment, the predetermined dis 
tance is about 6 cm. 
0236. In at least one embodiment, the suture and the inner 
tube are retractable, relative to the outer sleeve, to draw the 
seal into a distal end portion of the outer sleeve. 
0237. In at least one embodiment, the seal is deformed 
when it is drawn into the distal end portion of the outer sleeve. 
0238 A method of establishing a hemostatically sealed 
port through an opening in a tissue wall is provided, wherein 
an inside surface of the tissue wall interfaces with a fluid 
containing chamber, the method including the steps of pro 
viding a minimally invasive opening through the skin of a 
patient; advancing a sharp instrument, through the minimally 
invasive opening to the tissue wall; establishing an opening 
through the tissue wall, by manipulating the instrument from 
outside of the patient; and installing a port device though the 
opening in the tissue wall and forming a hemostatic seal 
between the port device and the opening, by manipulations 
performed by an operator outside of the patient. 
0239. In at least one embodiment, the installing comprises 
inserting a distal end portion of the port device including a 
distal end portion of a cannula and a first expandable member 
through the opening through the tissue wall to position the 
first expandable member inside of an inside surface of the 
tissue wall; and expanding the first expandable member. 
0240. In at least one embodiment, a second expandable 
member is expanded at a location outside of an outside Sur 
face of the tissue wall, wherein the first and second expand 
able members axially compress the tissue wall. 
0241. In at least one embodiment, the first expandable 
member is an inflatable balloon. 
0242. In at least one embodiment, the first expandable 
member comprises polymer foam. 
0243 In at least one embodiment, the first expandable 
member comprises an expandable stent. 
0244. In at least one embodiment, the second expandable 
member is an inflatable balloon. 
0245. In at least one embodiment, the second expandable 
member comprises polymer foam. 
0246. In at least one embodiment, the second expandable 
member comprises an expandable stent. 
0247. In at least one embodiment, at least one surgical 
procedure is performed through the tissue wall by inserting at 
least one tool, instrument or device through the port device 
and manipulating the at least one tool, instrument or device 
from a location outside of the patient. 
0248. In at least one embodiment, the tissue wall is a tissue 
wall of an atrial appendage. 
0249. In at least one embodiment, the atrial appendage is 
the left atrial appendage. 
(0250. In at least one embodiment, the tissue wall is a 
myocardial wall of the heart of the patient. 
0251. In at least one embodiment, the opening is made in 
the myocardial wall at or near the apex of the heart, providing 
access to the left ventricle. 
0252. In at least one embodiment, a proximal end portion 
of the cannula extends out of the patient, through the mini 
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mally invasive opening through the skin, after the step of 
installing the device to form the hemostatic seal. 
0253) In at least one embodiment, the step of establishing 
an opening through the tissue wall comprises piercing the 
tissue wall and dilating the tissue wall with a dilator, and 
wherein a portion of the port device, following the dilator is 
inserted through the opening through the tissue wall, after 
which the dilator is removed. 

0254. In at least one embodiment, the step of establishing 
an opening through the tissue wall comprises piercing the 
tissue wall with a sharp tip of an inserter, and wherein first and 
second expandable members are compressed and wrapped 
around the inserter, wherein the installing the port device 
comprises inserting the first expandable member through the 
opening through the tissue wall, expanding the first expand 
able member inside of the tissue wall, expanding the second 
expandable member outside of the tissue wall, and withdraw 
ing the inserter. 
0255. In at least one embodiment, a rigid cannula is 
inserted through annular openings in the first and second 
expanded expandable members. 
0256 In at least one embodiment, the step of establishing 
an opening through the tissue wall comprises piercing the 
tissue wall with a sharp tip of an inserter, and wherein a first 
expandable members is placed, in a non-expanded configu 
ration over a distal end portion of the inserter, and a second 
expandable member is placed, in a non-expanded configura 
tion over a distal end of a cannula, and wherein the installing 
the port device comprises inserting the distal end portion of 
the inserter and first expandable member through the opening 
through the tissue wall, expanding the first expandable mem 
ber inside of the tissue wall, expanding the second expandable 
member outside of the tissue wall, and withdrawing the 
inserter. 

0257. In at least one embodiment, the step of establishing 
an opening through the tissue wall comprises piercing the 
tissue wall with a sharp tip of an inserter, and wherein an 
expandable member is placed, in a non-expanded configura 
tion over a distal end portion of the inserter, and wherein the 
installing the port device comprises inserting the distal end 
portion of the inserter and a first expandable portion of the 
expandable member through the opening through the tissue 
wall, expanding the first expandable portion inside of the 
tissue wall, expanding a second expandable portion of the 
expandable member outside of the tissue wall, and withdraw 
ing the inserter. 
0258. In at least one embodiment, a rigid cannula is 
inserted through annular openings in the first and second 
expanded expandable portions. 
0259. In at least one embodiment, the step of installing 
comprises inserting a resilient ring portion of the port device, 
while in a reduced size configuration through the opening 
through the tissue wall; allowing the resilient ring to expand 
to an expanded configuration; drawing the ring against an 
inner Surface of the tissue wall, and fixing a plurality of arms 
attached to the ring and extending through the opening in the 
tissue wall to an outer surface of the tissue wall. 

0260. In at least one embodiment, the step of installing 
comprises placing a pair of rollers on the tissue wall, against 
an outer Surface thereof on opposite sides of the opening 
through the tissue wall; and compressing a double thickness 
of the tissue wall together by relative movement of the rollers 
toward one another. 
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0261. In at least one embodiment, the rollers are rotated to 
align scallops provided in both rollers, thereby allowing 
access through the opening viaan opening between the rollers 
provided by the scallops. 
0262. In at least one embodiment, the step of installing 
comprises placing a pair of rollers on the tissue wall, against 
an outer Surface thereof on opposite sides of a target location 
where the opening through the tissue wall is to be formed, 
compressing a double thickness of the tissue wall together by 
relative movement of the rollers toward one another; rotating 
the rollers to align scallops provided in both rollers, thereby 
allowing access to the tissue wall by the sharp instrument to 
form the opening through the tissue wall. 
0263. In at least one embodiment, a sealing member is 
sealed on an outer surface of the tissue wall, to establish a 
sealed working space prior to at least one of the establishing 
an opening through the tissue wall and the installing a port 
device though the opening. 
0264. In at least one embodiment, the step of installing 
comprises inserting a closable, bullet-shaped distal end of a 
cannula through the opening through the tissue wall, wherein 
the bullet-shaped distal end is pushable open by inserting a 
tool, instrument or device through the cannula, and is spring 
biased to automatically close when no tool, instrument or 
device is positioned between portions of the openable distal 
end, thereby hemostatically sealing the distal end. 
0265. In at least one embodiment, an ablation procedure is 
performed on an endocardial surface of the left atrium. 
0266. In at least one embodiment, at least one instrument 

is inserted into the left ventricle. 
0267 A method of performing ablation by minimally 
invasive methods while directly visualizing the ablation pro 
cedure is provided, including the steps of advancing an 
instrument through a minimally invasive opening through the 
skin of a patient and through an opening through a tissue wall 
to enter a fluid containing chamber againstan inner Surface of 
which ablation is to be performed; expanding a balloon at a 
distal end of the instrument; contacting the expanded balloon 
against an inner Surface of a wall of the chamber, visualizing 
the inner surface of the wall of the chamber in a location 
contacted; identifying a target location to ablate by the con 
tacting and visualizing steps, while intermittently moving the 
balloon to contact different locations, if necessary, until the 
target location is identified; advancing a halo over the balloon 
to position the halo around an identified location and against 
the target location to be ablated, between the target location 
and a distal Surface of the balloon; and applying ablation 
energy though the halo while visualizing the halo and target 
location through the balloon. 
0268. In at least one embodiment, the chamber is the left 
atrium, the identified location is at least one pulmonary vein 
ostium, and the target location is an inside surface of theatrial 
wall Surrounding the at least one pulmonary vein ostium. 
0269. In at least one embodiment, the step of applying 
ablation energy forms an encircling lesion in the tissue at the 
target location. 
0270. In at least one embodiment, the opening through the 
tissue wall includes a port device installed therethrough form 
inga hemostatic seal between the port device and the opening, 
and wherein the instrument is inserted through the port 
device. 

0271. In at least one embodiment, the instrument is 
removed from the patient, and the method further includes: 
advancing a second instrument through the minimally inva 
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sive opening through the skin of the patient and through the 
opening through the tissue wall to enter the chamber; expand 
ing a balloon at a distal end of the second instrument; con 
tacting the expanded balloon againstan inner Surface of a wall 
of the chamber to locate a lesion formed by the applying 
ablation energy; visualizing the lesion through the balloon 
contacting the lesion; aligning an ablation element on a distal 
Surface of the balloon to contact the lesion; applying ablation 
energy though the ablation element, while dragging the abla 
tion element along tissue to form a linear lesion; and visual 
izing movement of the ablation element and formation of the 
linear lesion as the ablation element is dragged and ablation 
energy is applied. 
0272. A method of performing ablation by minimally 
invasive methods while directly visualizing the ablation pro 
cedure is provided, including the steps of advancing an 
instrument through a minimally invasive opening through the 
skin of a patient and through an opening through a tissue wall 
to enter a fluid containing chamber againstan inner Surface of 
which ablation is to be performed; expanding a balloon at a 
distal end of the instrument; contacting the expanded balloon 
against an inner Surface of a wall of the chamber, visualizing 
the inner surface of the wall of the chamber in a location 
contacted; identifying a target location to ablate by the con 
tacting and visualizing steps, while intermittently moving the 
balloon to contact different locations, if necessary until the 
target location is identified; aligning an ablation element on a 
distal Surface of the balloon to contact the target location; 
applying ablation energy though the ablation element, while 
dragging the ablation element along tissue to form a linear 
lesion; and visualizing movement of the ablation element and 
formation of the linear lesion as the ablation element is 
dragged and ablation energy is applied. 
0273 A method of establishing, by endoscopic tech 
niques, an opening through a tissue wall wherein an inside 
surface of the tissue wall interfaces with a fluid containing 
chamber, while visualizing the establishment of the opening, 
is provided, including the steps of providing a minimally 
invasive opening through the skin of a patient; advancing an 
instrument including an endoscope having a sharp, transpar 
ent tip mounted on a distal end thereof, and a trocar, wherein 
the endoscope is slidably received in the trocar and the tip 
extends distally from a distal end of the trocar, through the 
minimally invasive opening to the tissue wall; and driving the 
sharp, transparent tip through the tissue wall while visualiz 
ing the passage of the sharp, distal tip into the tissue wall and 
through the wall, where the fluid is visualized, visualization 
being performed through the endoscope. 
0274. In at least one embodiment, the endoscope and sharp 

tip are withdrawn from the patient, leaving the trocar installed 
through the tissue wall to function as a port. 
0275. In at least one embodiment, a proximal end portion 
of the trocar extends out of the patient, through the minimally 
invasive opening through the skin when a distal end portion of 
the trocar is inserted through the tissue wall. 
0276. In at least one embodiment, at least one surgical 
procedural step is carried out that includes advancing at least 
one of a tool, instrument or device through the trocar and into 
the fluid containing chamber. 
0277. In at least one embodiment, the tissue wall is a 
myocardial wall of the heart. 
0278. In at least one embodiment, the tip is driven though 
the tissue wall at a locationator near the apex of the heart, and 
the chamber is the left ventricle. 
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0279. In at least one embodiment, trocar is removed, the 
method further including hemostatically closing a tract left by 
insertion of the trocar through the opening through the tissue 
wall. 
0280. In at least one embodiment, the closing comprises: 
introducing a seal through the tract and into the chamber; 
retracting the seal against the tract opening and an inner 
Surface of the tissue wall Surrounding the tract opening, by 
retracting a Suture attached to the seal and extending through 
the tract, through the opening through the skin and out of the 
patient; and advancing a clip over the Suture and against an 
outer Surface of the tissue wall to maintain tension on the 
Suture, thereby maintaining the seal compressed against the 
inner Surface. 
0281. In at least one embodiment, the closing comprises: 
introducing a seal through the tract and into the chamber; 
retracting the seal against the tract opening and an inner 
Surface of the tissue wall Surrounding the tract opening, by 
retracting a Suture attached to the seal and extending through 
the tract, through the opening through the skin and out of the 
patient; and advancing a Suture loop over the Suture and 
against an outer Surface of the tissue wall, and cinching the 
Suture loop against the outer Surface of the tissue wall to 
maintain tension on the Suture, thereby maintaining the seal 
compressed against the inner Surface. 
0282. A method of hemostatically closing is provided, by 
minimally invasive procedures, a tract formed by insertion of 
a trocar through a tissue wall wherein an inside Surface of the 
tissue wall interfaces with a fluid containing chamber, the 
method including the steps of inserting a seal through the 
trocar and into the chamber, the trocar having been inserted 
through a minimally invasive opening through the skin of a 
patient and through an opening in the tissue wall; retracting 
the trocar to remove it from the opening through the tissue 
wall; retracting the seal against the tract opening and an inner 
Surface of the tissue wall Surrounding the tract opening, by 
retracting a Suture attached to the seal and extending through 
the tract, through the opening through the skin and out of the 
patient; and advancing a clip or Suture loop over the Suture 
and securing the clip or Suture loop againstan outer Surface of 
the tissue wall to maintain tension on the Suture, thereby 
maintaining the seal compressed against the inner Surface. 
0283. Further provided is a method of hemostatically clos 
ing, by minimally invasive procedures, an opening where a 
cannula is placed through a tissue wall wherein an inside 
surface of the tissue wall interfaces with a fluid containing 
chamber, the method including the steps of delivering a 
closure assembly through the cannula and into the chamber; 
retracting the closure assembly to drive barbs of the closure 
assembly through the tissue wall in a direction from the inside 
Surface to the outside Surface; partially withdrawing the can 
nula to begin everting tissue edges defining the opening; 
completely withdrawing the cannula and sliding a locking 
ring on the closure assembly into a locked position to main 
tain the tissue edges everted and hemostatically sealing the 
opening. 
0284 While the present invention has been described with 
reference to the specific embodiments thereof, it should be 
understood by those skilled in the art that various changes 
may be made and equivalents may be substituted without 
departing from the true spirit and scope of the invention. In 
addition, many modifications may be made to adapt a par 
ticular situation, material, composition of matter, process, 
process step or steps, to the objective, spirit and scope of the 
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present invention. All such modifications are intended to be 
within the scope of the claims appended hereto. 

That which is claimed is: 
1. An assembly usable in performing minimally-invasive 

ablation procedures, said assembly comprising: 
an elongated shaft; 
a balloon fitted over a distal end of said elongated shaft, 

said balloon being configured to assumed a deflated 
configuration, as well as an inflated configuration 
wherein said balloon has an outside diameter greater 
than an outside diameter of said balloon in said deflated 
configuration; and 

a halo comprising wires configured to be positioned proxi 
mal of said balloon in a retracted configuration and 
movable to a position distal of said balloon in an 
expanded configuration, wherein, when in said 
expanded configuration, said halo defines an area larger 
than a contracted area defined by said halo when in said 
retracted configuration. 

2. The assembly of claim 1, wherein said halo is advance 
able over said balloon when said balloon is in said inflated 
configuration. 

3. The assembly of claim 1, wherein said halo comprises 
Superelastic wires that expand a configuration of said halo 
when moving from said retracted configuration to said 
expanded configuration. 

4. The assembly of claim3, wherein said superelastic wires 
slide over said balloon and said balloon deforms somewhatas 
said halo passes from said retracted configuration to deploy 
over said balloon to said expanded configuration. 

5. The assembly of claim 1, further comprising a plurality 
of push rods connected to said halo, said push rods being 
axially slidable relative to said shaft to move said halo from 
said retracted configuration position and said deployed, 
expanded configuration position and vice versa. 

6. The assembly of claim 5, further comprising an actuator 
connected to proximal ends of said push rods, said actuator 
being slidable over said shaft. 

7. The assembly of claim 6, wherein said actuator com 
prises an extension extending proximally to a proximal end 
portion of said shaft. 

8. The assembly of claim 1, wherein said halo is connect 
able to a source of ablation energy proximal of said assembly. 

9. The assembly of claim 1, further comprising a conduit 
connecting with said balloon and extending proximally of a 
proximal end of said shaft, said conduit being connectable in 
fluid communication with a source of pressurized fluid. 

10. The assembly of claim 1, wherein said shaft comprises 
a cannula, said cannula being configured and dimensioned to 
receive an endoscope shaft therein, with a distal tip of said 
endoscope being positionable within said balloon. 

11. The assembly of claim 1, wherein said shaft comprises 
a shaft of an endoscope. 

12. The assembly of claim 1, wherein said halo is formed of 
two wires and forms a Substantially oval shape when in said 
expanded configuration. 

13. The assembly of claim 1, wherein said halo forms an 
encircling shape when in said expanded configuration. 

14. The assembly of claim 1, wherein said halo is formed of 
four wires and forms a Substantially quadrilateral shape when 
in said expanded configuration. 
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15. An instrument usable in performing minimally-inva 
sive ablation procedures, said instrument comprising: 

an elongated shaft; 
a balloon fitted over a distal end of said elongated shaft, 

said balloon being configured to assume a deflated con 
figuration, as well as an inflated configuration wherein 
said balloon has an outside diameter greater than an 
outside diameter of saidballoon in said deflated configu 
ration; and 

a halo comprising wires configured to be positioned proxi 
mal of said balloon in a retracted configuration and 
movable to a position distal of said balloon in an 
expanded configuration, wherein, when in said 
expanded configuration, said halo defines an area larger 
than a contracted area defined by said halo when in said 
retracted configuration; and 

an endoscope having a distal tip thereof positioned adja 
cent to an opening of said balloon or within said balloon. 

16. The instrument of claim 15, wherein said shaft com 
prises a shaft of said endoscope. 

17. The instrument of claim 15, wherein said shaft com 
prises a cannula and wherein a shaft of said endoscope is 
received in said cannula. 

18. The instrument of claim 15, wherein said halo is 
advanceable over said balloon when said balloon is in said 
inflated configuration. 

19. The instrument of claim 15, wherein said halo com 
prises Superelastic wires that expand a configuration of said 
halo when moving from said retracted configuration to said 
expanded configuration. 

20. The instrument of claim 19, wherein said superelastic 
wires slide over said balloon and said balloon deforms some 
what as said halo passes from said retracted configuration to 
deploy over said balloon to said expanded configuration. 

21. The instrument of claim 15, further comprising a plu 
rality of push rods connected to said halo, said push rods 
being axially slidable relative to said shaft to move said halo 
from said retracted configuration position and said deployed, 
expanded configuration position and vice versa. 

22. The instrument of claim 21, further comprising an 
actuator connected to proximal ends of said push rods, said 
actuator being slidable over said shaft. 

23. The instrument of claim 22, wherein said actuator 
comprises an extension extending proximally to a proximal 
end portion of said endoscope. 

24. The instrument of claim 15, wherein said halo is elec 
trically connectable to a source of ablation energy proximal of 
said instrument. 

25. The instrument of claim 15, wherein said halo is con 
nectable to a source of ablation energy proximal of said 
instrument. 

26. The instrument of claim 15, further comprising a con 
duit connecting with said balloon and extending proximally 
of a proximal end portion of said shaft, said conduit being 
connectable in fluid communication with a source of pressur 
ized fluid. 

27. The instrument of claim 15, wherein said halo is formed 
of two wires and forms a substantially oval shape when in said 
expanded configuration. 

28. The instrument of claim 15, wherein said halo forms an 
encircling shape when in said expanded configuration. 

29. The instrument of claim 15, wherein said halo is formed 
of four wires and forms a Substantially quadrilateral shape 
when in said expanded configuration. 
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